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T%'EfJA,CT 
'ReCiaBiCity is a pojjuQir concept tdat fias 6een ce(e6ratecf for years as a 
commendaBCe attriBute of a person or an artifact. Jrom its modest Beginning in 
1816-tfie worcCreCiaBiCity was first coined By an XngCishpoet, SamueCT'. Coleridge; 
reCiaBiCity grew into an omnipresent attriBute with quaCitative and quantitative 
connotations tdat pervades every aspect of our present day tecBnoCogicaCCy 
intensive worCd. T'fte authoritative announcement of the Birth of reCiahiCity 
engineering was provided By the J^Q-RXX {"the JAdvisory group on "ReCiaBiCity of 
XCectronic Equipment estaBCished on JAugust 21, 1952) report on June 4, 1957-
Statistics and mass production were the enaBCers in the rise of this new 
discipCine. JAn evoCution took pCace in the discipCine in next two decades aCong 
three directions: first, there was an increased speciaCization in the discipCine 
{increased sophistication of statisticaC techniques, and the rise of a new Branch 
focused on the actuaCphysics of faiCure of components, ReCiaBiCity Thysics); 
second, there occurred a shift in the emphasis of the discipCine from a 
component-centric to an emphasis on system-CeveC attriButes (system reCiaBiCity, 
avaiCaBiCity and safety) and third, as the dependence on software increased, the 
focus on software reCiaBiCity was deveCoped. 
The Oxford TngCish Dictionary defines the ReCiaBiCity as 'the quaCity of Being 
reCiaBCe, in which reCiance or confidence may Be put; trustworthy, safe, sure', 
from a StatisticaC point of view ReCiaBiCity can Be defined as a characteristic of 
an item, expressed By the proBaBiCity that the item wiCCperform its required 
function under given conditions for a stated time intervaC from a quaCitative 
point of view, reCiaBiCity can Be defined as the aBiCity of the item to remain 
fiinctionaC QuantitativeCy, reCiaBiCity specifies the proBaBiCity that no 
operationaC interruptions wiCC occur during a stated time intervaC 
:However, the more reCiaBCe a device is, the more difficuCt it is to measure its 
reCiaBiCity. This is so Because many years of testing under actuaC operating 
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conditions wouCcC Be required to oBtain numericaC measures of its reCiaBiCity. 
Tven if such testing was feasi3Ce, tfle rate of tec finicaC advance is so great tfiat 
parts -wouCd Be oBsoCete By the time their reCiaBiCity had Been measured. In 
addition, many of the components used in practice are subjected to 
environments that are difficult to stimulate in the CaBoratory. 
One approach to soCve this predicament is to use acceCerated Cife tests. 
JAcceCerated Cife tests are component Cife tests -with components operated at 
higher stresses and faiCure data oBserved Engineers in the manufacturing 
industries have used acceCerated Cife test (JLCT) experiments for many decades. 
The purpose of JUiT experiments is to acquire reCiaBiCity information quickCy. 
Test units of a materiaC, component, suBsystem or entire systems are suBjected to 
higher-than-usuuC CeveCs of one or more acceCerating variaBCes such as 
temperature or stress. Then the JA£T resuCts are used to predict Cife of the units 
at use conditions. The extrapoCation is typicaCCy justified (correctCy or 
incorrectCy) on the Basis of physicaCCy motivated modeCs or a comBination of 
empiricaC modeC fitting with a sufficient amount of previous experience in 
testing simiCar units. The need to extrapoCate in Both time and the acceCerating 
variaBCes generaCCy necessitates the use offuCCy parametric modeCs. Statisticians 
have made important contributions in the deveCopment of appropriate modeCs 
for JA£T data [typicaCCy a distriBution for the response and regression 
reCationships Between the parameters of this distriBution and the acceCerating 
variaBCe(s)], statisticaC methods for JUiT pCanning (choice of acceCerating 
variaBCe CeveCs and aCCocation of avaiCaBCe test units to those CeveCs) and methods 
of estimation ofsuitaBCe reCiaBiCity metrics. 
This dissertation entitCed "OptimaC.AcceCeratedLife Tests Designs" consists of 
five chapters aims to provide a comprehensive reference voCume that covers 
fundamentals of reCiaBdity theory and many of the AT modeCs that have Been 
used successjuCCy in the fie Cd of AcceCerated Life Testing. 
IX 
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'the Cfiapter-1 entitkcC "Jkn IntrocCuctixm to "ReCiaBidty Theory" is of an 
introcCuctory nature. JAs the titk signifies, tfie cfiapter cCeaCs witfi some 
quantifiaB(e yardsticks sucfi as tfie reCiaBiCity function, faiCure rate, mean time 
tofaiCure (M'TTf), System 'ReCiaBiCity, common StatisticaCfaiCure mocCeCs usecCin 
reCiaBiCity and use of'Bayesian Statistics in "ReCiaBiCity with exampCes. 
The Chapter-2 entitCed "JA. Review of SAcceCerated Test Models" studies the 
various ModeCs for JAcceCeration such as ThysicaC JKcceCeration ModeCs, 
XmpiricaCjAcceCeration ModeCs, ScaCe ^cceCerated JaiCure Time ModeCs, and The 
TrojJortionaCj-CazardRegression ModeCetc. This chapter aCso outCine some of the 
Basic ideas Behind acceCerated testing and especiaCCy to review currentCy used 
JAT'modeCing practice and to describe the most commonCy used JAT'modeCs. The 
uses of the different modeCs with a series of examples from the Citerature are 
iCCustrated Types of responses are aCso discussed here. 
The Chapter-3 entitCed "JA QeneraC 'Bayes 'WeiBuCC Inference ModeC for 
J^ceCeratedLife Testing"presents the deveCopment of a generaC "Bayes inference 
modeCfor acceCerated Cife testing. The faiCure times at a constant stress CeveCare 
assumed to BeCong to a y/eiBuCC distriBution, But the specification of strict 
adherence to aparametric time-transformation function is not required. Rather, 
prior information is used to indirectCy define a muCtivariate prior distriBution 
for the scaCe parameters at the various stress CeveCs and the common shape 
parameter. Using the approach, Rayes point estimates as weCC as proBaBiCity 
statements for use-stress (and acceCerated) Cife parameters may Be inferred from 
a host of testing scenarios. T'he inference procedure accommodates Both the 
intervaC data sampCing strategy and type I censored sampCing strategy for the 
coCCection of .ALT test data. The inference procedure uses the weCCknown Markov 
Chain Monte CarCo (MCMC) methods to derive posterior approximations. 
The Chapter-4 entitCed "Rayesian "Estimation in AiCceCerated Life Testing 
JAppCication on XxponentiaC-JArrhenius ModeC presents the study of 
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XxpanentiaC-JA-rrfienius modeC By an evaCuation of jjorameters using maximum 
CikeCifioodand'Bayesian methods. y\. Monte Carlo simuCation fias beenperfonrmzd 
to examine the asymptotic Beftavior of these different estimators. A common 
j:>roB[em of high reCiaBiCity computing is, on one hand, the magnitude of totaC 
testing time required, particuCarCy in the case of high reCiaBiCity components 
and, on the other hand, the numBer of devices under test. In Both cases, the 
oBjective is to minimize the costs invoCved in testiiig without reducing the 
quaCity of the data oBtained One sofution is Based on acceCerated fife testing 
techniques which permit to decrease testing time. Jinother sofution is to 
incorporate prior Befiefs, engineering experience, or previous data into the 
testing framework. It is in this spirit that the use of a "Bayesian approach can, in 
many cases, significantfy reduce the amount of devices required. 
The Chapters entitfed"S\. Comparison of JAcceCeratedLife Testing Designs within 
a Singfe "Bayesian InferentiaC framework" teffs that JAcceferated fife testing 
(JICT) is the set of procedures used to reduce the time needed to oBtain 
information refated to fife characteristics of an item, materiaf or part of 
interest, focus is afso made on the comparison of different JULT designs (fixed 
stress, profife JULt, progressive step-stress .ALT and regressive JKLT) within a 
singfe Bayesian inference framework. JAnafysis of the preposterior variance of 
the use-stress refiaBifity Based on a singfe faifure over the course of the JUiTfor 
these different J^T designs is afso discussed. The resufts in this chapter cfaim 
simifarity of asymptotic estimator variance when comparing step-stress testing 
.ALT to fixed stress JACT within a Bayesian context. 
References of the Books and journals consufted through the task are given in the 
Cast of the respective chapter. \ 
^ ^ 
(Mustafa XamaQ 
'Department of Statistics & 
Operations "Research, 
JAM.U Migdrh, hidia 
March 2011 
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Chapter-1 
An Introduction to Reliability Theory 
1.1 Introduction: 
Until the nineteen-sixties, quality targets were deemed to have been reached when the item 
considered was found to be free of defects or systematic failures at the time it left the 
manufacturer. The growing complexity of equipment and systems, as well as the rapidly 
increasing cost incurred by loss of operation as a consequence of failures, has brought to 
the forefront the aspect of reliabiUty. The expectation today is that complex equipment and 
systems are not only free from defects und systematic failures at time t = 0 (when they are 
put into operation), but also perform the required function failure free for a stated time 
interval and have a fail-safe behavior in the case of critical or catastrophic failures. 
However, the question of whether a given item will operate without failures during a stated 
period of time cannot be simply answered by yes or no, on the basis of a compliance test. 
Experience shows that only a probability for this occurrence can be given. This probability 
is a measure of the item's reliability and can be interpreted as follows: 
"Reliability is a characteristic of an item, expressed by the probability that the item will 
perform its required function under given conditions for a stated time interval. It is 
generally designated hyR. From a qualitative point of view, reliability can be defined as 
the abihty of the item to remain functional. Quantitatively, reliability specifies the 
probability that no operational interruptions will occur during a stated time interval." 
(Birolini, 2007)[1] 
1.2 Basic Concepts: 
1.2.1 Reliability Function: 
The cumulative distribution function F(t) is defined as the probability in a random trial 
that the random variable is not greater than/, or 
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Where, f(t) is the probability density function of the random variable, time to failure, 
F{t) is termed the "unreliability function" when speaking of failure. It can be thought of 
as representing the probability of failure prior to some time t. If the random variable is 
discrete, the integral is replaced by a summation (Amstader 1971)[2]. 
The reliability function, R{t) or the probabiUty of a device not faihng prior to some time 
t, is given by 
R{t) = \ - F {t)= I f f(t)dt (1.2) 
By differentiating Equation (1.2) it can be shown that 
- dR{t) 
dt 
1.2.2 Failure Rate: 
= /(0 (1-3) 
The probability of failure in a given time interval between t^ and 2^ can be expressed by 
the reliability function 
rf{t)dt - r f{t)dt=Riu) - Riti) (1-4) 
The rate at which failures occur in the interval t^ to 2^ > the failure rate, / l ( / ) , is defined 
as the ratio of probability that failure occurs in the interval, given that it has not occurred 
prior to ?,, the start of the interval, divided by the interval length (Barlow et al. 1965)[3]. 
Thus, 
Or the alternative form 
MR(t) <' "> 
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Where; r = fi and t2=t + At 
1.23 Hazard Rate or Instantaneous Failure Rate: 
The hazard rate, h{t) or instantaneous failure rate, is defined as the Unnit of the failure rate 
as the interval length approaches zero, or 
h{t) = lim R{t)-R{t + At) 
MRit) 
- 1 
But it was previously shown in Eq. (1.5), that 
~dR{ty 
dt 
1 
~ Rit) 
'-dRjt) 
dt 
(1.7) 
/(0 = -dRjt) dt 
Substituting this into Eq. (1.7) we get 
fit) h{t) = 
R{t) (1.8) 
This is one of the fundamental relationships in reliability analysis. For example, if one 
knows the density function of the time to failure f{t), and the reliability function R{t), 
the hazard rate function for any time t, can be found. The relationship is fundamental and 
important because it is independent of the statistical distribution under consideration 
(Ushakov, 1994)[4]. 
The differential equation of Eq. (1.7) tells us that the hazard rate is nothing more than a 
measure of the change in survivor rate per unit change in time. Perhaps some of these 
concepts can be seen more clearly by use of a more concrete example. Suppose that we 
start a test at time t^, with A^Q,devices. After some time r, iV^ of the original devices 
Page 3 
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will have failed, and N^ will have survived NQ=NJ-+N^. The reliability R(t) is 
given at any time t by: 
N 
R{t) = -^ (1.9) 
= —^ ^ = 1 ^ (I.IO) 
From Eq. (1.3) 
-dR(t) 1 dNf 
•^^ dt NQ dt 
Thus, the failure density function represents the proportion of the original population NQ , 
which fails in the interval(?, t + At). 
On the other hand, from Eq. (1.8), (1.9) and (1.11) 
1 dN^ 
, , , fit) NQ dt 1 dNf 
h(t) = ^^-^-^ = ~ ^ = -^ (1.12) 
R{t) N^ N^ dt 
No 
Thus, h{t) is inversely proportional to the number of devices that survive to time /, (Ns) 
which fail in the interval (t, t + At). 
Although, as can be seen by comparing Eq. (1.6) and (1.7), failure rate /l(t) , and hazard 
rcitch(t), are mathematically somewhat different, they are usually used synonymously in 
conventional reliability engineering practice. Perhaps the simplest explanation of hazard 
and failure rate is made by analogy. Suppose a family takes an automobile trip of 200 
miles and completes the trip in 4 hours. Their average rate v/as 50 mph, although they 
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drove faster at some times and slower at other times. The rate at any given instant could 
have been determined by reading the speed indicated on the speedometer at that instant. 
The 50 mph is analogous to the failure rate and the speed at any point is analogous to the 
hazard rate. 
In Eq. (1.8), a general expression was derived for hazard (failure) rate (Bazovsky 1961)[5]. 
This can also be done for the reliability function, R{t) From Eq. (1.7) 
Kt) = - I 
R(t) 
'dR{t) 
dt 
(1.13) 
dR{t) 
Rit) = -h{t)dt 
Integrating both sides of Eq. (1.13) 
0 i<v) 0 
\nR{t)-\nR{<d) = -\ h{t)dt 
But/?(0) = 1, lni?(0) = 0,and 
R{t) = exp - } h{t)dt (1.14) 
Eq. (5.14) is the general expression for the reliability function. If h{t)can be considered a 
constant failure rate (/I), which is true for many cases for electronic equipment, Eq. (1.14) 
becomes 
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Rit) = e-^ (1.15) 
Eq. (1.15) is used quite frequently in reliability analysis, particularly for electronic 
equipment. However, the reliability analyst should assure himself that the constant failure 
rate assumption is valid for the item being analyzed by performing goodness of fit tests on 
the data. 
1.2.4 Cumulative Hazard Function: 
Based on the concept of hazard function, we also define Cumulative Hazard Function or 
Integrated Hazard Function (Ushakov, 1994)[4] given by. 
H{t) = ]h{t)dt, f>0 
It is easy to see that cumulative hazard function satisfies the following: 
(i) H(0) = 0 
(ii) Mm H(t) = oo 
(iii) / / (7 ) is non-decreasing. 
1.2.5 Mean Time To Failure (MTTF): 
MTTF is nothing more than the expected value of time to failure and is derived from basic 
statistical theory as follows: 
MTTF = ]tf(t)dt 
0 _ 
dR(t) 
dt dt (1.16) 
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Integrating by parts and applying "Hospital's rule," we arrive at the expression 
oo 
MTTF = ^ R(t)dt (1.17) 
0 
Eq. (5.17), in many cases, permits the simplification of MTTF calculations. If one knows 
(or can model from the data) the rehability function, R{t) the MTTF can be obtained by 
direct integration of Rit) (if mathematically tractable), by graphical approximation, or by 
Monte Carlo simulation. For repairable equipment M T T F is defined as the mean time to 
first failure. (Bourne and Greene, 1972)[6]. 
1.2.6 Mean Life: 
The mean life {6) refers to the total populafion of items being considered (Calabro, 
1962)[7]. For example, given an initial population of n items, if all are operated until they 
fail, the mean life {0) is merely the arithmetic mean time to failure of the total population 
given by: 
n 
0 = ^^^ (1.18) 
n 
where: 
t^ = Time to failure of the /"" item in the population. 
n = Total number of items in the population. 
1.2.7 Mean-Time-Between-Failure (MTBF): 
This concept appears quite frequently in reliability literatare; it applies to repairable items 
in which failed elements are replaced upon failure. The expression for MTBHis: 
MTBF=^-^ (1.19) 
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where: 
T{t) = Total operating time 
r — Number of failures 
It is important to remember that MTBF only has meaning for repairable items, and, for that 
case, MTBF represents exactly the same parameter as mean life (0). More important is the 
fact that a constant failure rate is assumed (Gnedenko et al. 1969)[8]. Thus, given the two 
assumptions of replacement upon failure and constant failure rate, the reliabihty function 
is: 
and (for this case) 
R(t) = e-^ =e^ =^A/raF ^ 20) 
A = - ^ — (1.^) 
MTBF 
1.3 Failure Modeling: 
Failure modeling is a key to rehability engineering. Validated failure rate models are 
essential to the development of prediction techniques, allocation procedures, design and 
analysis methodologies, test and demonstration procedures/control procedures, etc. In 
other words, all of the elements needed as inputs for sound decisions to insure that an item 
can be designed and manufactured so that it will perform satisfactorily and economically 
over its useful life. 
Inputs to failure rate models are operational field data, test data, engineering judgment, and 
physical failure information. These inputs are used by the reliability engineer to construct 
and validate statistical failure rate models (usually having one of the distributional forms 
described previously) and to estimate their parameters (Ireson, 1966)[9], (Kececioglii, 
1991)[10]. 
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1.3.1 Typical Failure Rate Curve: 
Figure 1.1 shows a typical time versus failure rate curve for equipment. This is the 
"bathtub curve," which, over the years, has become widely accepted by the reUability 
community. It has proven to be particularly appropriate for electronic equipment and 
systems. The characteristic pattem is a period of decreasing failure rate (DFR) followed by 
a period of constant failure rate (CFR), followed by a period of increasing failure rate 
(IFR) (Pieruschka, 1963)[11], (O'Connor and OConnor, 1981)[12]. 
Hazard 
Rate Z(t) 
Infant Mcrtality II Useful Life III Wearcut 
Overall Life 
Charactsristtcs 
Curve 
TB Time • \ , 
TB = Possible Burn-In Time Tw = Wear Begins 
Figure: 1.1. Hazard Rate as a Function of Age 
ZONE-I is the infant mortality (DFR) period characterized by an initially high failure rate. 
This is normally the result of poor design, the use of substandard components, or lack of 
adequate controls in the manufacturing process. When these mistakes are not caught by 
quaUty control inspections, an early failure is likely to result. Early failures can be 
ehminated from the customer by "burn in" during which time the equipment is operated at 
stress levels equal to the intended actual operating conditions. The equipment is then 
released for actual use only when it has passed through the "burn-in" period. 
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ZONE-II is the useful life period which is characterized by an essentially constant failure 
rate (CFR). This is the period dominated by chance failures. Chance failures are those 
failures that result from strictly random or chance causes. They cannot be ehminated by 
either lengthy bum-in periods or good preventive maintenance practices. Equipment is 
designed to operate under certain conditions and up to certain stress levels. When these 
stress levels are exceeded due to random unforeseen or unknown events, a chance failure 
will occur. While reliabihty theory and practice is concerned with all three types of 
failures, its primary concern is with chance failures, since they occur during the useful life 
period of the equipment. Figure 1.1 is somewhat deceiving, since Zone 11 is usually of 
much greater length than Zones I or III. The time when a chance failure will occur cannot 
be predicted; however, the likelihood or probabihty that one will occur during a given 
period of time within the useful Ufe can be determined by analyzing the equipment design. 
If the probability of chance failure is too great, either design changes must be introduced or 
the operating environment made less severe. 
This CFR period is the basis for application of most reliability engineering design 
methods. Since it is constant, the exponential distribution of time to failure is applicable 
and is the basis for the design and prediction procedures. 
The simplicity of the approach utilizing the exponential distribution, as previously 
indicated, makes it extremely attractive. Fortunately, it is widely applicable for complex 
equipments and systems. If complex equipment consists of many components, each having 
a different mean life and variance which are randomly distributed, then the system 
malfunction rate becomes essentially constant as failed parts are replaced. Thus, even 
though the failures might be wear-out failures, the mixed population causes them to occur 
at random time intervals with a constant failure rate and exponential behavior. 
ZONE-III is the wear-out period which is characterized by an IFR as a result of 
equipment deterioration due to age or use. For example, mechanical components such as 
transmission bearings will eventually wear out and fail, regardless of how well they are 
made. Early failures can be postponed and the useful Ufe of equipment extended by good 
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design and maintenance practices. The only way to prevent failure due to wear-out is to 
replace or repair the deteriorating component before it fails. 
Since modem electronic equipment is almost completely composed of semi-conductor 
devices which really have no short term wear-out mechanism, except for perhaps 
electromigration, one might question whether predominantly electronic equipment will 
even reach Zone HI of the bathtub curve. 
From Figure 1.1, it can be seen that different statistical distributions might be used to 
characterize each zone. For example, the infant mortality period might be represented by 
gamma or Weibull, the useful life period by the exponential, and the wear-out period by 
gamma or normal distributions. 
1.4 Statistical Distributions Used As a Failure Model in Reliability: 
There are many standard statistical distributions which may be used to model the various 
reliability parameters. It has been found that a relatively small number of statistical 
distributions satisfy most needs in reUability work. The particular distribution used 
depends upon the nature of the data, in each case. The following is a short summary of 
some of the distributions most commonly used in reliability analysis, criteria for their use, 
and examples of application (Shooman, 1968)[13], (Kozlov and Ushakov, 1970)[14], 
(Krishnamoorthi, 1992)[15], (Mann et al. 1974)[16], (Ireson and Coombs, 1988)[17], 
(Polovko, 1968)[18], (Roberts, 1964)[19], (Gnedenko, and Ushakov, 1995)[20]. 
1.4.1 The Normal (Or Gaussian) Failure Model: 
There are two principal apphcations of the normal distribution to reliabihty. One 
apphcation deals with the analysis of items which exhibit failure due to wear, such as 
mechanical devices. Frequently the wear-out failure distribution is sufficiently close to 
normal that the use of this distribution for predicting or assessing reliability is valid. 
Another application is in the analysis of manufactured items and their ability to meet 
specifications. No two parts made to the same specification are exactly alike. The 
variability of pails leads to a variability in systems composed of those parts. The design 
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must take this part variability into account; otherwise the system may not meet the 
specification requirement due to the combined effect of part variability. Another aspect of 
this application is in quality control procedures. 
The basis for the use of normal distribution in this application is the central limit theorem 
which states that the sum of a large number of identically distributed random variables, 
each with finite mean and variance, is normally distributed. 
Thus, the variations in value of electronic component parts, for example, due to 
manufacturing are considered normally distributed. The failure density function for the 
normal distribution is 
f(t) = 1 
•V2^ 
\ft-M \ 
K (^ J 
, where — oo < ^ < oo (1.22) 
where: 
jU= the population mean 
(7= the population standard deviation, which is the square root of the variance 
For most practical applications, probability tables for the standard normal distribution are 
used. The standard normal distribution density function is given by 
fiz) = 
-JTJT 
exp 
' -Z * (1.23) 
where; / / = 0 , (7 = 1 
One converts from the normal to standard normal distribution by using the transformations 
t-jU 
4. — (1.24) 
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f(t) = fiz) (1.25) 
1 . Ift-M^' F(0 = P[?<?]= j - 7 = e x p [ - -
_^crV2;r 2 \ (^ J 
]dt (1.26) 
Rit) = l-F{t) (1.27) 
where: 
F{t) is the cumulative distribution function 
R{t) is the reliability function 
The standardized cumulative distribution function is, 
m = 1 1 
_iV2^ exp — dz 2 / 
(1.28) 
then for a normally distributed variable t, with mean jX and SD (7 
P[t <t] = P 
V o- J 
= ^ 
o- J 
(1.29) 
The hazard function for a normal distribution is a monotonically increasing function of t. 
This can be shown by proving /z' {t > 0) for alU 
Example (1.1): Microwave Tube Example (MIL-HDBK-338B)[21] 
A microwave transmitting tube has been observed to follow a normal distribution with 
jU = 5000 hours and (7 = 1500 hours. Find the rehability of such a tube for a mission 
time of 4100 hours and the hazard rate of one of these tubes at age 4400 hours. 
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R(t) = P 
\ (^ J 
/?(4000) = P (^ 4100-5000^ z> 
V 1500 
= P(z>-0.6) = 1-P(z<-0.6) 
= 1-0.27 = 0.73 
Remember P{z > —Zi) = P{z < Zj) by symmetry of the normal distribution. 
Kt) = f(t)^f{z)/CT 
Pit) R(t) 
f Z = 
fit = 4400) = 
4400-5000^ 
1500 
1500 1500 
fiz =-0.4) 
= (0.00067)(0.37) = 0.00025 
Remember f{z) = /(—z)because of the symmetry of the normal distribution. 
/?(4400) = P (^ 4400-5000^ Z> 
V 1500 
= P{z > -0.4) = \-P{z< -0.4) = 0.65 
,(4400) = £ ^ ^ = " ^ ^ = 0.0003S / . / / „ . . . / / , . „ . 
/?(4400) 0.65 -^ 
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1.42 The Lognormal Failure Model: 
The lognormal distribution is the distribution of a random variable whose natural logarithm 
is distributed normally; in other words, it is the normal distribution with ln(t) as the 
random variable. The density function is 
where 
And 
fit) = 1 
at JTJT 21 a 
,for t>0 
The mean = exp 
V 
(1.30) 
(1.31) 
SD = [exp(2// + 2a^) - exp(2// + a^)] 2 M I / 2 (1.32) 
where JU and <7 are the mean and standard deviation (SD) of In f. 
The lognormal distribution is used in reliability analysis of semiconductors and fatigue life 
of certain types of mechanical components. This distribution is also commonly used in 
maintainability analysis. 
The cumulative distribution function for the lognormal is, 
F{t) = \ 1 
0 <Jt427C 
l A n ( 0 - / / 
cr ; 
, for r > 0 (1.33) 
this can be related to the standard normal variant Z by 
F{t) = P[t<t] = P Z< 
the reliability function is 1 — F{t) or 
In / - / / 
<7 J 
(1.34) 
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R{t) = il-F(t)) = P Z> (1.35) 
the hazard function, h{t) is given as follow 
R{t) taRit) (1.36) 
where ^ is the standard normal probability function and jU and C are the mean and 
standard deviation of the natural logarithm of the random variable t. 
Example (1.2): Fatigue Failure (MIL-HDBK-338B)[21] 
Suppose it has been observed that gun tube failures occur according to the lognormal 
distribution with / / = 7 and (J = 2 (remember jU and a are the mean and SD of 
the In t data). Find the reliability for a 1000 round mission and the hazard rate at 800 
rounds. For this case, the variable? is the number of rounds. 
R(t) = P z> \n(t)-M^ 
R{1000) = P Z> An(1000)-7.0^ 
V 2.0 
P(Z>-0.045) = 0.52 
R(t) R(t) 
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_ln(800)-7 
R(800) (2)(800)R(800) 
, , ln(800)-7, 
f ^ ' = - 2 ^ 
"(2)(800)p(z>'"(«<^>-^ 
/ U = -0.16) 0.3939 
l600Piz > -0.16) (1600)(0.5636) 
= 0.0004 failures/round 
1.43 The Exponential Failure Model: 
This is probably the most important distribution in reliability work and is used almost 
exclusively for reliability prediction of electronic equipment. It describes the situation 
wherein the hazard rate is constant which can be shown to be generated by a Poisson 
process. This distribution is valuable if properly used. It has the advantages of 
(i) A single, easily estimated parameter (A.) 
(ii) Is mathematically very tractable 
(iii) Has fairly wide applicability 
(iv) Is additive - that is, the sum of a number of independent exponentially 
distributed variables is exponentially distributed 
Some particular applications of this model include: 
(a) Items whose failure rate does not change significantly with age. 
(b) Complex and repairable equipment without excessive am.ounts of redundancy. 
(c) Equipment for which the early failures or "infant mortalities" have been 
eliminated by "burning in" the equipment for some reasonable time period. 
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The failure density function is 
f(t) = Ae-^' , t>0 (1.37) 
where A is the hazard (failure) rate, and the reliability function is 
R(t) = e-^ (1.38) 
the mean life (0) = 1/ A, and, for repairable equipment 
MTBF= (0) = l/Z. 
Example (1.3): Computer (MIL-HDBK-338B)[21] 
A computer has a constant error rate of one error every 17 days of continuous operation. 
What is the reliability associated with the computer to solve a problem coirectly that 
requires 5 hours time? Find the hazard rate after 5 hours of operation. 
MTBF = 0 = 40S hours 
A = - = -^= 0.0024 failure/hour 
0 408 ' 
R(5) = e-^' = -^(ooo24)(5) ^ -^0.012 ^ Q 99 
h{t) = ^^^^ = -^~ = Z = 0.0024 failures/hours 
1.4.4 The Gamma Failure Model: 
The gamma distribution is used in reliabiUty analysis for cases where partial failures can 
exist, i.e., when a given number of partial failures must occur before an item fails (e.g., 
redundant systems) or the time to second failure when the time to failure is exponentially 
distributed. The failure density function is 
PaselS 
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fit) = (Atf-^e'^ fort>0,a>0,Jl>0 (1.39) 
r{a) 
where: 
A = A ^ and a = AjU 
a' 
(1.40) 
jU= mean of data 
(7= standard deviation 
and A, is the failure rate (complete failure) and (X is the number of partial failures for 
complete failure or events to generate a failure. T(X is the gamma function: 
oo 
r{a) = \x"^^e"dx (i.4i) 
0 
which can be evaluated by means of standard tables. 
When (CX — 1)is a positive integer,TCC = {a — l)\ which is usually the case for most 
reliability analysis, e.g., partial failure situation. For this case the failure density function is 
fit)=~^atr-'e-'' (1.42) 
(^-1)! 
which, for the case of a = l becomes the exponential density function, previously 
described. 
0 T{a) 
if (X is an integer, it can be shown by integration by parts that 
^ ( 0 = 1 ^ ^ ^ - — 7 ^ (1.44) 
ii=a t\\ 
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Then 
And 
^ .a-\ -At 
The gamma distribution can also be used to describe an increasing or decreasing hazard 
(failure) rate. When a>l, h(t) increases; when a<l, h{t) decreases. 
Example (1.4): Missile System (MIL-HDBK-338B)[2I] 
An antiaircraft missile system has demonstrated a gamma failure distribution with CU = 3 
and X = 0.05 (failures/hour). Determine the reliability for a 24 hour mission time and 
the hazard rate at the end of 24 hours. 
Ordinarily, special tables of the Incomplete Gamma Function are required to evaluate the 
above integral. However, it can be shown that if CXis, an integer 
R(t)^Y.~r- (1-47) 
k=() K\ 
which later in the section will be shown to be a Poisson distribution. Using Eq. (1.47) 
Um^)mle^^^^ 2 (1.2)-'^ (0.3) 
^=0 A:! ^=0 k\ 
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= (0.3) + (1.2)(0.3) + (1.2r(0.3) 
= 0.3 + 0.36 + 0.216 = 0.88 
h(t) = 
fit) 
m 
R(t) 
X 
{a-X) 
a-\ -k {Xtf-'e 
y (24) = 5:55 (1.2)2 ^ -'2 =z (0.025X0.434) = 0.011 
/i(24) = ^ ^^ = 5:511 = 0.012 failures/ hour 
/?(24) 0.88 
1.4^ The WeibuU Failure Model: 
The WeibuU distribution is particularly useful in reliability work since it is a general 
distribution which, by adjustment of the distribution parameters, can be made to model a 
wide range of life distribution characteristics of different classes of engineered items. 
One of the versions of the failure density function is 
exp - '-—- (1.48) P 
( 
fit) = ^ t-r 
vy V J K V J 
where: 
p is the shape parameter 
7] is the scale parameter or characteristic life (life at which 63.2% of the population 
will have failed) 
y is the minimum life 
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In most practical reliability situations, y is often zero (failure assumed to start at/^  = 0) 
and the failure density function becomes 
f{t) = t 
7 
(t\' 
\VJ 
exp 
(ty 
U, 
(1.49) 
and the reliability and hazard functions become 
R{t) = exp ft\' t (1.50) 
h{t) = bYt\ 
b-\ 
h \hj 
(1.51) 
Depending upon the value of / ? , the Weibull distribution function can take the form of the 
following distributions as follows, 
y^ < 1 Gamma P ~^ Exponential 
P = 2 Lognormal p = 3.5 Normal (approximately) 
Thus, it may be used to help identify other distributions from life data (backed up by 
goodness of fit tests) as well as being a distribution in its own right. 
Example (1.5): Transmitting Tube (MIL-HDBK-338B)[21] 
The failure times of a particular transmitting tube are found to be Weibull distributed with 
/J = 2 and 7] = 1000 hours. Find the rehability of one of these tubes for a mission time 
of 100 hours, and the hazard rate after a tube has operated successfully for 100 hours. 
R(t) = exp 
Pa^e 22 
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/?(100) = exp ' 1 0 0 ^ 
vlOOO^  
^^-mY 0.99 
/2(100) = (p\(tT' ( 2 Yioo -^'l 
v 1) n) mo) V 1000 
= 0.0002 failures/hour 
1.4.6 The Mukherjee-Islam Failure Model: 
The model proposed by Mukherjee and Islam is 
f(x:0,p) = (p/OP)xP~\ where 0,p>O:O<x<e 
It is defined by cumulative distribution function (cdf) as 
FU) = 
• \ p 
d 
is easily tractable, has a finite range {O), and includes several important distributions as 
particular cases. For example. Uniform and Exponential distributions correspond to p = 1 
and p = oo respectively. 
It is possible to introduce a location parameter at a time a (i.e. a time before which 
failures can't occur), and therefore, write the density function as 
It can easily be shown that the asymptotic distribution of the smallest of n observation 
fiorn this distribution has the pdf 
g{t) = np{xie)P~'^ exp[-n(x/^)^] 
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This is the well-known WeibuU density function and arises in the statistical theory of 
strength. 
Reliability and Failure Rate: 
For a mission time XQ, reliability of equipment having this failure time distribution is 
R{x,)=i-{Xo/oy 
The failure rate at time X is 
0P_XP 
Since 
The distribution is increasing failure rate (IFR) so long as p > 1, when /? < 1 
A'(X) > 0 if X > X, and X'{X) < 0 if X < X, 
Where 
<9^(/?-l) + X / = 0 
Or 
x, = o(i-py'r 
This distribution (withp < 1) remains decreasing failure rate (DPR) at least over the first 
quarter of its life and then the failure rate increases monotonically. 
1.4.7 The Binomial Failure model: 
The binomial distribution is used for those situations in v/hich there are only two 
outcomes, such as success or failure, and the probability remains the same for all trials. It 
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is very useful in reliability and quality assurance work. The probability density function 
pdf of the binomial distribution is 
f(x) = (n\ 
yxj 
p'q^''-'^ (1.52) 
where 
^n^ 
yXj 
n\ 
{n-x)\x\ and q=l— p 
(1.53) 
f{x) is the probability of obtaining exactly Xgood items and (n — x) bad items in a 
sample of n items where p is the probability of obtaining a good item (success) and q is 
the probabiUty of obtaining a bad item (failure). 
The cumulative distribution function cdf, i.e., the probability of obtaining r or fewer 
successes in n trials, is given by 
F{x)=Y. 
x=0 
fn^ 
yXj 
p'q^"''^ (1.54) 
Example (1.6): (MIL-HDBK-338B)[21] 
The binomial is useful for computing the probabiUty of system success when the system 
employs partial redundancy. Assume a five channel VHF receiver as shown in Figure 1.2. 
Figure: 1.2. Five Channel Receivers with Two Failures Allowed 
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As long as three channels are operational, the system is classified as satisfactory. Thus, 
two channel failures are allowed. Each channel has a probability of 0.9 of surviving a 24 
hour operation period without failure. What is the probability that the receiver will survive 
a 24 hour mission without loss of more than two channels? 
Let 
n = 5 = Number of channels 
r = 2= Number of allowable channel failures 
p = 0.9 = Probability of individual channel success 
^ = 0.1 = Probability of individual channel failure 
X = Number of successful channels 
P(S) = Probabihty of system success 
Then 
"•• X „n-x P(S)=Y, —p'q 
.v=3 {n-x)\x\ 
5! ^ ^ ^ ^ 3 , n 1 ^ 2 , 5 ! , ^ ^ , 4 . ^ , . i , 5 ! , , , , 5 . n . x 0 
^,^, (0.9)^ (0.1)^ + ^ ^ (0.9)" (0.1)' + - — (0.9)' (0.1)^ 
312! 4!1! 5!0! 
= 0.99144 
This is the probability that three or more of the five channels will survive the 24 hour 
operating period. 
1.4.8 The Poisson Failure Model: 
This distribution is used quite frequently in reliabihty analysis. It can be considered an 
extension of the binomial distribution when n is infinite. In fact, it is used to approximate 
the binomial distribution when /2 > 2 0 and p < 0 . 0 5 . 
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If events are Poisson distributed, they occur at a constant average rate and the number of 
events occurring in any time interval is independent of the number of events occurring in 
any other time interval. For example, the number of failures in a given time would be 
given by 
/ W = ^ (1.55) 
where X is the number of failures and a is the expected number of failures. 
For the purpose of reliability analysis, this becomes 
/{x-XO^'^^-f^ (1.56) 
x\ 
where: 
X = failure rate 
t = length of time being considered 
X = number of failures 
The reliability function R(t) or the probabiHty of zero failures in time t is given by: 
0! 
or, the exponential distribution. 
In the case of redundant equipments, the R{t) might be desired in terms of the probability 
of r or fewer failures in time t. For that case 
atYe -At 
Rit)=Y, ^~L^~- (1.58) 
A=0 X\ 
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Example (1.7): For Permissible Number of Failures (MIL-HDBK-338B)[21] 
A slide projector is needed for 500 hours of operation. Replacement of failed lamps is 
permitted, but there are only two spare bulbs on hand. If the lamp failure rate is 0.001 
failures per hour, what is the reUabiUty for the mission (i.e., the probability that no more 
than two lamp failures will occur)? 
A = 0.001, t = 500. 
R(500) = I 
/ • =0 
2 (0.5)'"^^' 
2 „-0.5 
= e-'-' + 0.5e-'' + ffl^^ "^ = 0.986 
1.5 Reliability Modeling Of Simple Structures: 
In this section, the rehabihty functions of some simple, structures will be derived. These 
functions are based upon the exponential distribution of time to failure. 
1.5.1 Series Configuration: 
The simplest and perhaps most commonly occurring configuration in rehability 
mathematical modeUng is the series configuration. The successful operation of the system 
depends on the proper functioning of all the system components. A component failure 
represents total system failure. A series reliability configuration is represented by the block 
diagram as shown in Figure 1.3 with n components. Further, assume that the failure of any 
one component is statistically independent of the failure or success of any other. This is 
usually the case for most practical purposes. If this is not the case, then conditional 
probabilities must be used, which only increase the complexity of the calculations 
(Sandler, 1963)[22], (Way and Zuo, 2003)[23], (Rudolph, 2009)[24], (Hoang Pham, 
2003)[25], (MIL-HDBK-338B)[20]. 
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m, m m m • RnW 
Figure: 1 3 . Series Configuration 
Thus, for the configuration of Figure 1.3, under the assumptions made, the series rehability 
is given by 
RAt)^Rx{t)*R2{t)*R,{t)*-.*RAt) = Y[R-{t) (1.59) 
(=1 
If, as we said before, a constant failure rate X, is assumed for each component, which 
means the exponential distribution for the reliability function, then, is 
RJt) = e~^'' •e'^' • -A,t 
where: 
exp 
. i=\ 
= exp[-At ] 
A = Jli+A2+ + X„ = 0 
(1.60) 
Thus, the system failure rate/I, is the sum of the individual component failure rates and 
the system mean life ^ = 1 / / i . 
Example (1.8): (MIL-HDBK-338B)[20] 
Consider a system composed of 400 component parts each having an exponential time to 
failure density function. Let us further assume that each component part has a reliability of 
0.99 for some time?. The system reliability for the same time t is 
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^(0 = 0.99^^^ = 0.018 
Out of 1,000 such systems, 982 will be expected to fail by time / . 
Remember for the case of component replacement upon failure, 
1 
MTBF = 0 = X 
and 
-tIMTBF R = €' 
For the exponential distribution, the probability of surviving one MTBF without failure is 
R = e~^=036Sor31% 
1.5.2 Parallel Configuration: 
The next most commonly occurring configuration encountered in reliability mathematical 
modeling is the parallel configuration as shown in the reliability block diagram of Figure 
1.4. (Sandler, 1963)[22], (Way and Zuo, 2003)[231, (Rudolph, 2009)[24], (Hoang Pham, 
2003)[25], (MIL-HDBK-338B)[20] 
Ri 
R2 
R3 
1 
1 
Kn 
Figure: 1.4. Parallel Configuration 
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For this case, assuming all the components are operating "on-line," for the system to fail, 
all of the components would have to fail. Let 
be the probabiUty of failure (or unreliability) of each component, the unreliability of the 
system would be given by 
And the reliabihty of the system would be 
Rs = ^-Q, (1-62) 
Since R + Q = \ 
Example (1.9): (MIL-HDBK-338B)[20] 
Consider such a system composed of five parallel components, each with a reliability of 
0.99. Then 
G, = l-/?/ = l-0.99 = 0.01 
2 , = (0.01)^  =10"'^= 0.0000000001 
/?. = 1-2, =0.9999999999 
Thus, a parallel configuration, or the use of redundancy, is one of the design procedures 
used to achieve extremely high system reliabihty, greater than the individual component 
reliabiUties. Of course, this is a very simple concept, which becomes more complicated in 
actual practice. Redundant equipment can be active ("on-line") or turned off ("standby"), 
some redundant units can repaired without shutting down the system, others cannot, and 
the number of repair crews can vary. All these factors must be considered in formulating 
appropriate reliability models. 
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1.53 K-Out-Of-N Configuration: 
A system consisting of n components or subsystems, of which only k need to be 
functioning for system success, is called a k-out-of-n configuration. For such a system, k is 
less than n. An example of such a system might be an air traffic control system with n 
displays of which k must operate to meet the system reliability requirement. (Sandler, 
1963)[22], (Way and Zuo, 2003)[23], (Rudolph, 2009)[24], (Hoang Pham, 2003)[25], 
(MIL-HDBK-338B)[20]. 
For the sake of simplicity, let us assume that the units are identical, they are all operating 
simultaneously, and failures are statistically independent. Then, 
R = Reliability of one unit for a specified time period 
Q = Unrehability of one unit for a specified time period and 
R + Q = l 
For n units 
(R+QY=1 
(R+Qy = R" + nR"-'Q + ~~R'-'Q' + + e"=l 
This is nothing more than the binomial expansion of {R-\-Q) 
Thus, 
P[at least{n -1) surviving] = R" + nR"'^ Q 
P[at least {n - 2) surviving ] = 7?" + nR"~^ Q + "^""^^ R"'^ Q^ 
P[at least I surviving] = 1—2" 
Let us look at the specific case of four display equipments which meet the previously 
mentioned assumptions. 
{R+Q)' = R' + ^R'Q + 6R'Q' + 4RQ' + Q'=1 
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From which 
R"^ = P[all 4 will survive] 
^ R^ Q = P [exactly 3 will survive ] 
^R Q - P[exactly 2 will survive] 
ARQ = P [exactly 1 will survive ] 
Q^ =P[all will fail] 
We are usually interested in k out of n surviving. 
P [at least 3 survive ] = R'^ + 4R^Q 
= 1-6R'Q'-4RQ'-Q' 
P[atleast 2survive] = R^ + 4R^Q + 6R^Q^ 
= \-ARQ^-Q'^ 
P[atleast\survive] = R'^ + AR^Q + 6R^Q^+4RQ^ 
Example (1.10): (MIL-HDBK-338B)[20] 
If the rehability of each display for some time t is 0.9, what is the system reliability for 
time Mf 3 out of 4 displays must be working? 
R,=R^ + 4 R ' Q = (0.9)' + 4(0.9)' (0.1) 
= 0.6561 + 0.2916 = 0.9477 
A similar example would be the case of launching 4 missiles, each of which had a 
probabihty of 0.9 of successfully hitting its target. What is the probability that at least 3 
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missiles will be on target? The procedure and result would be the same as the previous 
example. 
For the case where all units have different reliabilities (or probabilities of success) the 
analysis becomes more difficult for the same assumptions. Let us look at the case of three 
units with reUabilities ofRj, R2, and R3, respectively. Then, 
(R, + QMR, + Q,){R, + QJ = l (1.63) 3^ :>C3'' 
The above equation can be expanded to permit analysis as was done for the previous case 
of equal reliabiUties. An easy way of bookkeeping is to set up Boolean truth tables where 
/?/ = ! ' 2 , - 0 as follows: 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
0 
0 
1 
1 
3 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
1 
Qi Q2 h 
Oi % Q3 
Q1R2R5 
Ri Q2 Q3 
h Q2 h 
Rl R, Qj 
Ri R*) R^  
all tkee tail 
1 & 2 fail 3 smvives 
1 & 3 fail 2 siiiTivcs 
1 fails, 2 & 3 siin'ive 
2 & 3 fail, 1 siimves 
2 fails, 1 & 3 siuTive 
3 fails, 1 & 2 sittvive 
all Three Siunive 
For the previous example, if we are not interested in which particular unit fails, we can set 
up expressions for at least 1,2 or 3 units surviving. For example, 
P[atleast 2survive]=R^R2R3 + R\R2Q3 + RiQ.Rs + QiRiR:^ 
The simple combinational reUabiUty models developed in this section were, primarily, for 
illustrative purposes to demonstrate the basic theoiy involved. 
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1.6 Bayesian Statistics in Reliability Analysis: 
Bayesian statistics have been increasingly used in reliability analysis. The advantage to the 
use of Bayesian statistics is that it allows prior information (e.g., predictions, test results, 
engineering judgment) to be combined with more recent information, such as test or field 
data, in order to arrive at a prediction/assessment of reliability based upon a combination 
of all available data. It also permits the reliability prediction/assessment to be continually 
updated as more and more test data are accumulated. The Bayesian approach is intuitively 
appealing to design engineers because it permits them to use engineering judgment, based 
upon prior experience with similar equipment designs, to arrive at an initial estimate of the 
reliability of a new design. It is particularly useful for assessing the reUability of new 
systems where only Umited field data exists. For example, it can be argued that the result 
of a rehability test is not only information available on a product, but that information 
which is available prior to the start of the test, from component and subassembly tests, 
previous tests on the product, and even intuition based upon experience. Why should this 
information not be used to supplement the formal test result? Bayes' Theorem can be used 
to combine these results. 
Thus, the basic difference between Bayesian and non-Bayesian (classical) approaches is 
that the former uses both current and prior data, whereas the latter uses current data only. 
One of the main disadvantages to the use of the Bayesian approach is that one must be 
extremely careful in choosing the prior probabilities based upon part experience or 
judgment. If these are capriciously or arbitrarily chosen for Bayesian analysis, the end 
results of Bayesian analysis may be inaccurate and misleading. Thus, the key to the 
successful use of the Bayesian method resides in the appropriate choice of prior probability 
distributions. An objective prior such as existing test data is much better than a subjective 
prior based on opinion. 
Bayes' analysis begins by assigning an initial reliability on the basis of whatever evidence 
is currently available. The initial prediction may be based solely on engineering judgment 
or it may be based on data from other similar types of items. Then, when additional test 
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data is subsequently obtained, the initial reliabilities are revised on the basis of this data by 
means of Bayes' Theorem. The initial reliabilities are known as prior reliabilities in that 
they are assigned before the acquisition of the additional data. The reliabilities which result 
from the revision process are known as posterior reUabilities. (Mudarres et al. 1999)[26], 
(Smith, 1972)[27], (MIL-HDBK-338B)[20], (Mann etal. 1974)[16], (Ushakov, 1994)[4]. 
1.6.1 Bayes' Theorem: 
From basic probability theory, Bayes' Theorem is given by 
P[A I B] = P[A] ^^^' ^^ (1.64) 
P[B] 
In the specific framework and context of reliabihty, the various terms in the equation may 
be motivated and defined as follows: 
A= A hypothesis or statement of belief. ("The reUability of this component is 
0.90.") 
B = A piece of evidence, such as a reliabihty test result that has bearing upon the 
truth or credibility of the hypothesis. ("The component failed on a single 
mission trial.") P[A] =The prior probabiUty. the probability we assign to 
the hypothesis A before evidence B becomes available. ("We believe, 
based on engineering experience, that there is a 50-50 chance that the 
reUability of this component is about 0.90, as opposed to some-thing 
drastically lower, e.g., P[A] = 0.5.") 
P[B I A] = The likeUhood: the probability of the evidence assuming the truth of the 
hypothesis. ("The probability of the observed failure, given that the true 
component rehabihty is indeed 0.90, is obviously 0.10.") 
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P\_E] = The probability of the evidence B, evaluated over the entire weighted 
ensemble of hypotheses y /^ 
P[ A I 5 ] = The posterior probabiUty of A, given the evidence B. 
The posterior probability is the end result of the application of Bayes' Equation. The 
following examples illustrate the use of Bayesian statistics in reliability analysis. 
(Mudarres et al. 1999)[26], (Smith, 1972)[27], (MIL-HDBK-338B)[20], (Mann et al. 
1974)[16],(Ushakov, 1994)[4]. 
1.6.2 Bayes' Example For Discrete Distribution: (MIL-HDBK-338B)[20] 
To demonstrate the u.se of Bayes' Equation within the framework of the binomial 
estimation of reliabihty, consider the following simplistic (but illustrative) example. We 
wish to estimate the reliability of a simple pyrotechnic device which, upon being tested, 
either fires (success) or doesn't fire (failure). We have in the warehouse two lots of this 
component, one of which we have been assured has a reliability of jR = 0.9 (that is, in the 
long term, 9 of 10 randomly selected components will work). The other lot supposedly 
contains only 50% good items. Unfortunately, we have lost the identity of which lot is 
which. 
After randomly selecting one of the lots (such that the probability for each lot is 0.50), we 
then randomly select a single item from it (each item has equal chance of being chosen), 
which fails in test. What can be said about all this in the context of Bayesian analysis? 
First, terms must be defined (see Figure 1.5). 
Al "Lot chosen has R = 0.50 " 
A2 "Lot chosen has R = 0 .90" 
Then, from above. 
P[AA = 0.5 , P[A.] = 0.5. 
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1.0 -
-L I I 1 
0 0.50 0.9O 1.00 
LOT FRACTION GOOD (=R) 
Figure: 1.5. Simple Prior Distribution 
Next, the test evidence must be considered. Therefore 
B "One unit was tested and it failed." 
The iikeUhoods required for Bayes' Equation are obviously 
P[^ I All = Plsinglt test failure = 0.5] 
= (1-0.5) = 0.5 
P[B I Ai] = /'[single test failure IR = 0.9] 
= (1-0.9) = 0.1 
If A is partitioned into a set of states [A,, A j , , A^]and if P [ A J and P[B I A J are 
known for each / ; then Eq. (1.64) becomes 
P[A.\B] = P[A.] P[B\A^] 
I P[5IA,].P[A] 
P[A\ 
P[B\A.] 
P[B] 
where the sum is over all n values of / . -For this example, we have 
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P[B] = P[B\A,]P[A,] + P[B\A^]P[A^] 
= 0.5(0.5) + 0.1(0.5) = 0.30 
Finally, all necessary inputs having been obtained, Bayes' Equation now yields 
P[A,]P[B\A,] 
P[A IB] = 
P[B] 
0.5(0.5) 
0.30 
= 0.833 
PiA, IB] = _P[A,]P[B\A,] P[B] 
0.5(0.1) 
0.30 
= 0.167 
The prior distribution in Figure 1.5 has been transformed, under the impact of a single trial 
resulting in failure, to the posterior distribution shown in Figure 1.6. The analyst may 
already be somewhat dubious that he has picked the lot with/? = 0 . 9 . 
The process is usually a sequential one, i.e., as successive packets of new information 
[B],B2,B^ ]become available, the posterior degree of belief in proposition A, is 
successively modified by each new increment of information. 
0 0_50 
LOT FRACTiON GOOD (=R) 
Figure: 1.6. Simple Posterior Distribution 
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Another way of visualizing this situation is by constructing a tree diagram like the one 
shown in Figure 1.7, where the probabihty of the final outcome "B" is given by the 
products of the probabilities corresponding to each individual branch. 
P(BjA], 
PfRiAa 
0.5 
Figure: 1.7. Tree Diagram Example 
P[B] = (0.5)(0.5)+ (0.5)(0.1)= 0.3 
P[ A I B] = P[A,]P[B\A,] 
P[B] 
0.5(0.5) 
0.30 
= 0.833 
P[B] 
0.5(0.1) 
0.30 
= 0.167 
1.63 Bayes' Example For Continuous Distribution: (MIL-HDBK-338B)[20]. 
As with the discrete example, the basic equation can be extended to cover continuous 
probability distributions. For example, assume that based upon prior test results, 
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engineering judgment, etc. it has been observed that r failures occur in time t. The 
probability density function of f is a gamma distribution given by 
f(^)= ^, . (1-65) 
r(r) 
where: 
t is the amount of testing time (scale parameter) 
r is the number of failures (shape parameter) 
From Gamma Distribution, we know that (note changes in notation) 
, shape parameter r 
//Q (mean failure rate) = —^ = - (1.66) 
scale parameter t 
and 
r 
Eqs. (1.64 and 1.65) represent the prior failure rate and the prior variance. Let us assume 
that these are given by 0.02 and (0.01)^, respectively. Assume that we then run a reliabiUty 
test for 500 hours (f') and observe 14 failures ( r ' ) what is the posterior estimate of failure 
rate? 
The basic expression for the continuous posterior distribution is given by 
where: 
/ ( / i ) = The prior distribution of/^, Eq. (1.65) 
f{t\A)= The samphng distribution of t based upon the new data 
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fit) - \f{^)f{t I X)dX = The probability density function oft. 
0 
/ ( / I U) — The posterior distribution of A. 
It can be shown that the posterior distribution resulting from performing the operations 
indicated in Eq. (1.68) is 
which is another gamma distribution with 
Shape parameter = ( r + r ' ) 
Scale parameter = (f + f') 
Using Eqs. (1.66) and (1.67) to solve for r and t, we obtain 
Therefore, 
^ ^ A o ^ 0-02 ^2x10-^^^^^ 
^l (0.01)' 1x10'^ 
r=/io/ = (2xlO"')(200) = 4 
Returning to the posterior gamma distribution, Eq. (1.69) we know that the posterior 
failure rate is 
_ shape parameter _ (r + r') 
scale parameter {t + f) 
From the test data r ' = 14, r '= 500, and we found that r = 4 and ^ = 200; thus 
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^ , = ^ ± i ^ = i i = 0.0257 
' 200 + 500 700 
This compares with the traditional estimate of failure rate from the test result, 14/500 = 
0.028. 
Thus, the use of prior information resulted in a failure rate estimate lower than that given 
by the test results. 
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Chapter-2 
A Review of Accelerated Test Models 
2.1 Introduction: 
2.1.1 Motivation: 
Today's manufacturers face strong pressure to develop new, higher technology products in 
record time, while improving productivity, product field reliability, and overall quality. 
This has motivated the development of methods like concurrent engineering and 
encouraged wider use of designed experiments for product and process improvement. The 
requirements for higher rehability have increased the need for more up-front testing of 
materials, components, and systems. This is in line with the modem quality philosophy for 
producing high-reliability products: achieve high reliability by improving the design and 
manufacturing processes; move away from reliance on inspection (or screening) to achieve 
high reliabiUty, as described in Meeker and Hamada (1995)[1] and Meeker and Escobar 
(2004)[2]. 
Estimating the failure-time distribution or long-term performance of components of high-
reliabihty products is particularly difficult. Most modem products are designed to operate 
without failure for years, decades, or longer. Thus few units will fail or degrade 
appreciably in a test of practical length at normal use conditions. For example, the design 
and constmction of a communications satelHte may allow only 8 months to test 
components that are expected to be in service for 10 or 15 years. For such applications, 
Accelerated Tests (ATs) are used in manufacturing industries to assess or demonstrate 
component and subsystem reliability, to certify components, to detect failure modes so that 
they can be corrected, compare different manufacturers, and so forth. ATs have become 
increasingly important because of rapidly changing technologies, more complicated 
products with more components, higher customer expectations for better reliability, and 
Author(s): Luis A. Escobar and William Q. Meeker 
Source: Statistical Science. Vol. 21, No. 4 (Nov., 2006), pp. 552-577 
Published by: Institute of Mathematical Statistics. 
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the need for rapid product development. There are difficult practical and statistical issues 
involved in accelerating the life of a complicated product that can fail in different ways. 
Generally, information from tests at high levels of one or more accelerating variables (e.g., 
use rate, temperature, voltage, or pressure) is extrapolated, through a physically reasonable 
statistical model, to obtain estimates of Ufe or long-term performance at lower, normal 
levels of the accelerating variable(s). Statisticians in manufacturing industries are often 
asked to become involved in planning or analyzing data from accelerated tests. At first 
glance, the statistics of accelerated testing appears to involve little more than regression 
analysis, perhaps with a few complicating factors, such as censored data. The very nature 
of ATs, however, always requires extrapolation in the accelerating variable(s) and often 
requires extrapolation in time. This implies critical importance of model choice. Relying 
on the common statistical practice of fitting curves to data can result in an inadequate 
model or even nonsense results. Statisticians working on AT programs need to be aware of 
general principles of AT modeling and current best practices. 
The purpose of this chapter is to outline some of the basic ideas behind accelerated testing 
and especially to review currently used AT modeling practice and to describe the most 
commonly used AT models. 
2.1.2 Quantitative Versus Qualitative Accelerated Tests: 
Within the rehability discipline, the term "Accelerated Test" is used to describe two 
completely different kinds of useful, important tests that have completely different 
purposes. To distinguish between these, the terms "quantitative accelerated tests" 
(QuanAT) and "quaUtative accelerated tests" (QualAT) are sometimes used. 
A QuanAT tests units at combinations of higher-than-usual levels of certain accelerating 
variables. The purpose of a QuanAT is to obtain information about the failure time 
distribution or degradation distribution at specified "use" levels of these variables. 
Generally failure modes of interest are known ahead of time, and there is some knowledge 
available that describes the relationship between the failure mechanism and the 
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accelerating variables (either based on physical/chemical theory or large amounts of 
previous experience with similar tests) that can be used identify a model that can be used 
to justify the extrapolation. In this paper, we describe models for Quan ATs. 
A QualAT tests units at higher-than-usual combinations of variables like temperature 
cycling and vibration. Specific names of such tests include HALT (for highly accelerate 
life tests), STRIFE (stress-life), and EST (environmental stress testing). The purpose of 
such tests is to identify product weaknesses caused by flaws in the products design or 
manufacturing process. Nelson (1990, pages 37-39)[3] describes such tests as "elephant 
tests" and outlines some important issues related to QualATs. 
When there is a failure in a QualAT it is necessary to find and carefully study the failure's 
root cause and assess whether the failure mode could occur in actual use or not. 
Knowledge and physical/chemical modeling of the particular failure mode is useful for 
helping to make this assessment. When it is determined that a failure could occur in actual 
use, it is necessary to change the product design or manufacturing process to eliminate that 
cause of failure. Nelson (1990, page 38)[3] describes an example where a costly effort was 
made to remove a high-stress-induced failure mode that never would have occuned in 
actual use. 
Because the results of a QualAT are used to make changes on the product design or 
manufacturing process, it is difficult, or at the very least, very risky to use the test data to 
predict what will happen in normal use. Thus QualATs are generally thought of as being 
non-statistical. 
2.2 Basic Ideas of Accelerated Testing: 
2.2.1 Different Types of Acceleration: 
The term "acceleration" has many different meanings within the field of reliability, but the 
term generally implies making "time" (on whatever scale is used to measure device or 
component life) go more quickly, so that reliability information can be obtained more 
rapidly. 
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2.22 Methods of Acceleration: 
The different methods of accelerating a reUability test are: 
(i) Increase the use-rate of the product: This method is appropriate for products 
that are ordinarily not in continuous use. For example, the median life of a 
bearing for a certain washing machine agitator is 12 years, based on an 
assumed use rate of 8 loads per week. If the machine is tested at 112 loads per 
week (16 per day), the median life is reduced to roughly 10 months, under the 
assumption that the increased use rate does not change the cycles to failure 
distribution. Also, because it is not necessary to have all units fail in a life test, 
useful reliability information could be obtained in a matter of weeks instead of 
months. 
(ii) Increase the intensity of the exposure to radiation: Various types of 
radiation can lead to material degradation and product failure. For example, 
organic materials (ranging from human skin to materials like epoxies and 
polyvinyl chloride on PVC) will degrade when exposed to ultraviolet (UV) 
radiation. Electrical insulation exposed to gamma rays in nuclear power plants 
will degrade more rapidly than similar insulation in similar environments 
without the radiation. Modeling and acceleration of degradation processes by 
increasing radiation intensity is commonly done in a manner that is similar to 
acceleration by increasing use rate. 
(iii) Increase the aging-rate of the product: Increasing the level of experimental 
variables like temperature or humidity can accelerate the chemical processes of 
certain failure mechanisms such as chemical degradation (resulting in eventual 
weakening and failure) of an adhesive mechanical bond or the growth of a 
conducting filament across an insulator (eventually causing a short circuit). 
(iv) Increase the level of stress (e.g., amplitude in temperature cycling, voltage, 
or pressure) under which test units operate: A unit will fail when its 
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Strength drops below applied stress. Thus a unit at a high stress will generally 
fail more rapidly than it would have failed at low stress. 
Combinations of these methods of acceleration are also employed. Variables like voltage 
and temperature cycling can both increase the rate of an electro-chemical reaction (thus 
accelerating the aging rate) and increase stress relative to strength. In such situations, when 
the effect of an accelerating variable is complicated, there may not be enough physical 
knowledge to provide an adequate physical model for acceleration (and extrapolation). 
Empirical models may or may not be useful for extrapolation to use conditions. 
2.3 Types of Responses: 
It is useful to distinguish among ATs on the basis of the nature of the response. 
2.3.1 Accelerated Binary Tests (ABTs): 
The response in an ABT is binary. That is, whether the product has failed or not is the only 
reliability information obtained from each unit. See Meeker and Hahn (1977)[4] for an 
example and references. 
2.3.2 Accelerated Life Tests (ALTs): 
The response in an ALT is directly related to the lifetime of the product. Typically, ALT 
data are right censored because the test is stopped before all units fail. In other cases, the 
ALT response is interval censored because failures are discovered at particular inspection 
times. See Chapters 2-10 of Nelson (1990)[3] for a comprehensive treatment of ALTs. 
2.33 Accelerated Repeated Measures Degradation Tests (ARMDTs): 
In an ARMDT, one measures degradation on a sample of units at different points in time. 
In general, each unit provides several degradation measurements. The degradation 
response could be actual chemical or physical degradation or peifomiance degradation, 
(e.g., drop in power output). See Meeker and Escobar (Chapters 13 and 21, i998)f5j for 
examples of ARMDT modeling and analysis. 
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2.3A Accelerated Destructive Degradation Tests (ADDTs): 
An ADDT is similar to an ARMDT, except that the measurements are destructive, so one 
can obtain only one observation per test unit. See Escobar, Meeker, Kugler, and Kramer 
(2003)[6] for a discussion of ADDT methodology and a detailed case study. 
These different kinds of ATs can be closely related because they can involve the same 
underlying physical/chemical mechanisms for failure and models for acceleration. They 
are different, however, in that different kinds of statistical models and analyses are 
performed because of the differences in the kind of response that can be observed. 
Many of the underlying physical model assumptions, concepts, and practices are the same 
for ABTs, ALTs, ARMDTs, and ADDTs. There are close relationships among models for 
ABT, ALT, ARMD, and ADD data. Because of the different types of responses, however, 
the actual models fitted to the data and methods of analysis differ. In some cases, analysts 
use degradation-level data to define failure times. For example, turning ARMDT data into 
ALT data generally simplifies analysis but may sacrifice useful information. An important 
characteristic of all ATs is the need to extrapolate outside the range of available data: tests 
are done at accelerated conditions, but estimates are needed at use conditions. Such 
extrapolation requires strong model assumptions. 
2.4 Statistical Models for Acceleration: 
This section discusses acceleration models and some physical considerations that lead to 
these models. For further information on these models, see Nelson (1990, Chapter 2)[3] 
and Meeker and Escobar (1998, Chapter 18)[5]. Other useful references include Smith 
(1996)[7], Section 7 of Tobias and Trindade (1995)[8], and Klinger, Nakada, and 
Menendez (1990)[9]. 
Interpretation of accelerated test data requires models that relate accelerating variables like 
temperature, voltage, pressure, size, etc. to time accelerafion. For testing over some range 
of accelerating variables, one can fit a model to the data to describe the effect that the 
variables have on the failure-causing processes. The general idea is to test at high levels of 
the accelerating variable(s) to speed up failure processes and extrapolate to lower levels of 
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the accelerating variable(s). For some situations, a physically reasonable statistical model 
may allow such extrapolation. 
2.4.1 Physical Acceleration Models: 
For well-understood failure mechanisms, one may have a model based on 
physical/chemical theory that describes the failure-causing process over the range of the 
data and provides extrapolation to use conditions. The relationship between accelerating 
variables and the actual failure mechanism is usually extremely complicated. Often, 
however, one has a simple model that adequately describes the process. For example, 
failure may result from a complicated chemical process with many steps, but there may be 
one rate-limiting (or dominant) step and a good understanding of this part of the process 
may provide a model that is adequate for extrapolation. 
2.4.2 Empirical Acceleration Models: 
When there is little understanding of the chemical or physical processes leading to failure, 
it may be impossible to develop a model based on physical/chemical theory. An empirical 
model may be the only alternative. An empirical model may provide an excellent fit to the 
available data, but provide nonsense extrapolations (e.g., the quadratic models used in 
Meeker and Escobar 1998, Section 17.5)[5]. In some situations there may be extensive 
empirical experience with particular combinations of variables and failure mechanisms and 
this experience may provide the needed justification for extrapolation to use conditions. 
2.43 Scale-Accelerated Failure Time Models (SAFTs): 
A simple, commonly used model used to characterize the effect that explanatory variables 
X = (x\,X'y^ 'X/t)' have on lifetime T is the scale-accelerated failure-time (SAFT) 
model. The model is ubiquitous in the statistical literature where it is generally referred to 
as the "accelerated failure time model." It is, however, a very special kind of accelerated 
failure time model. Some of the explanatory variables in x are used for acceleration, but 
others may be of interest for other reasons (e.g., for product design optimization 
decisions). Under a SAFT model, lifetime at x , T{x), is scaled by a deterministic factor 
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that might depend on x and unknown fixed parameters. More specifically, a model for the 
random variable T{x) is SAFT if 
Tix) = T{Xi;)/AF{x) 
Where the acceleration factor AF(x) is a positive function of jt satisfying AF(Xy ) = l. 
Lifetime is accelerated (decelerated) when AF(x) > 1 , AF{x) < 1 .In terms of 
distribution quantiles, 
AF(x) 
Some special cases of these important SAFT models are discussed in the following 
sections. 
Observe that under a SAFT model, the probability that failure at conditions x occurs at or 
before time t can be written as 
P[T{x) <t] = P[T{x^)< AFix)xt] 
It is common practice (but certainly not necessary) to assume that lifetime T{x) has a 
log-location-scale distribution, with parameters (//, C), such as a lognormal distribution in 
which fi is a function of the accelerating variable(s) and (7 is constant (i.e., does not 
depend on x). In this case, 
Fit,x^) = P[T{x^)<t] = ^ '\Og{t)-jUy 
where ^ denotes a standard cumulative distribution function (e.g., standard noniial) and 
//jy is the location parameter for the distribution of \og[T{Xfj )]. Thus, 
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Fit; X)=mnx) < t]=ii°g(o-W-iog[AF(.)]}-
Note that T(x) also has a log-location-scale distribution with location parameter 
JU = fly — log[AF(A;)] and a scale parameter <J that does not depend on x. 
lAA The Proportional Hazard Regression Model: 
For a continuous cdf F{t\ x^ ) and y/{x) > 0 define the time transformation (i.e. A time 
transformation function which maps time at one level of x, say Xfj, to time at another 
level of X. This can be expressed as T{x)='y[T(Xy),x] where X^ denotes use 
conditions. See Martin (1982)[10] for further discussion of time-transformation models.) 
T(x) = F^'{l-{\-F[T{x,y,xJ"''">) 
It can be shown that T{x) and T(Xi^,) have the proportional hazard relationship 
h{t; x) = y/{x)h{t; % ) (2.2) 
Here the amount of acceleration (or deceleration),/"(Xjy ) / 7 ' ( x ) , depends on the position 
in time and the model is not a SAFT. If F{t',Xy) has a Weibull distribution with scale 
parameter 7/^ and shape parametery^^^, then 
T(x) = T(Xy)/AFix) 
Where 
AF{x) = [y/ixjf^'-' 
This imphes that this particular PH regression model is also a SAFT regression model. It 
can be shown that the Weibull distribution is the only distribution in which both (2.1) and 
(2.2) hold. Lawless (1986)[11] illustrates this result nicely. 
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2AS The Non-Constant CT Regression Model: 
This section describes acceleration models with non-constant (7 . In some hfe time 
applications, it is useful to consider Idg-location-scale models in which both fl and (7 
depend on explanatory variables. The log-quantile function for this modeljs-
log[r^  {x)] = fi{x)^~^ {x)(7{x) r. :n 
^^^Jx*L^t.^ 
Thus > . / 
• ^ > ^ ' 
^ = exp{//(% - //(jc)) + r' (p)k(x^) - GiM^ 
fp(^) 
t. 
Because —^-^ depends on p, this model is not a SAFT model. 
tpix) 
Example (2.1): Weibull log-quadratic regression model with non-constant (7 for the 
super alloy fatigue data. 
Meeker and Escobar (1998, Section 17.5)[5] analyze super alloy fatigue data using a 
Weibull model in which 
and 
(see Nelson 1984 and 1990)[12] for a similar analysis, using a lognormal distribution). 
Meeker and Escobar (1998)[5] indicate that the evidence for non-constant o in the data is 
not strong. But having a decrease with stress or strain is typical in fatigue data. Thus, it is 
reasonable to use a model with decreasing a in this case, even in the absence of 
"statistical significance," especially because assuming a constant sigma could lead to anti-
conservative estimates of life at lower levels of stress. 
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2.5 Use-Rate Acceleration: 
Increasing the use rate can be an effective method of acceleration for some products. Use-
rate acceleration may be appropriate for products such as electrical motors, relays and 
switches, paper copiers, and printers, and home appliances such as toasters and washing 
machines. Also it is common practice to increase the cycUng rate (or frequency) in fatigue 
testing. The manner in which the use rate is increased may depend on the product. 
2.5.1 Simple Use-Rate Acceleration Models: 
There is a basic assumption underlying simple use-rate acceleration models. Useful life 
must be adequately modeled with cycles of operation as the time scale and cycling rate (or 
frequency) should not affect the cycles-to-failure distribution. This is reasonable if cycling 
simulates actual use and if the cycling frequency is low enough that test units return to 
steady state after each cycle (e.g., cool down). 
In such simple situations, where the cycles-to-failure distribution does not depend on the 
cycling rate, we say that reciprocity holds. This implies that the underlying model for 
lifetime versus use rate is SAFT where AF{UseRate) = UseRate I JJseRateu i^  ^ e^ 
factor by which the test is accelerated. For example. Nelson (1990, page 16)[3] states that 
failure of roUing bearings can be accelerated by running them at 3 or more times the 
normal speed. Johnston et al. (1979) [13] demonstrated that the cycles-to-failure of 
electrical insulation was shortened, approximately, by a factor of 
AF(412) = 412/60 = 6.87 when the applied AC voltage in endurance tests was increased 
from 60 Hz to 412 Hz. 
ALTs with increased use rate attempt to simulate actual use. Thus other environmental 
factors should be controlled to mimic actual use environments. If the cycling rate is too 
high, it can cause reciprocity breakdown. For example it is necessary to have test units 
(such as a toaster) "cool down" between cycles of operation. Otherwise, heat buildup can 
cause the cycles to failure distribution to depend on the cycling rate. 
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2.5.2 Cycles To Failure Depends On Use-Rate: 
Testing at higher frequencies could shorten test times but could also affect the cycles-to-
failure distribution due to specimen heating or other effects. In some complicated 
situations, wear rate or degradation rate depends on cycling frequency. Also, a product 
may deteriorate in stand-by as well as during actual use. Reciprocity breakdown is known 
to occur, for example, for certain components in copying machines where components tend 
to last longer (in terms of cycles) when printing is done at higher rates. DowUng (1993, 
page 706) [14] describes how increased cycle-rate may affect the crack growth rate in per 
cycle fatigue testing. In such cases, die empirical power-rule relationship 
AF{UseRate) = (UseRate/ JJseRateu)'' ^^ f^^ "^ ^^^^^ where p can be estimated 
by testing at two or more use rates. 
Example (2.2): Increased cycling rate for low-cycle fatigue tests. 
Fatigue life is typically measured in cycles to failure. To estimate low-cycle fatigue life of 
metal specimens, testing is done using cycling rates typically ranging between 10 Hz and 
50 Hz (where 1 Hz is one stress cycle per second), depending on material type and 
available test equipment. At 50 Hz, accumulation of 10 cycles would require about 5 
hours of testing. Accumulation of 10 cycles would require about 2 days and 
accumulation of 10 cycles w3ould require about 20 days. Higher frequencies are used in 
the study of high-cycle fatigue. 
Some fatigue tests are conducted to estimate crack growth rates, often as a function of 
explanatory variables hke stress and temperature. Such tests generally use rectangular 
compact tension test specimens containing a long slot cut normal to the centerline with a 
chevron machined into the end of the notch. Because the location of the chevron is a point 
of highest stress, a crack will initiate and grow from there. Other fatigue tests measure 
cycles to failure. Such tests use cyhndrical dog-bone-shaped specimens. Again, cracks tend 
to initiate in the narrow part of the dog bone, although sometimes a notch is cut into the 
specimen to initiate the crack. 
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Cycling rates in fatigue tests are generally increased to a point where the desired response 
can still be measured without distortion. For both kinds of fatigue tests, the results are used 
as inputs to engineering models that predict the life of actual system components. The 
details of such models that are actually used in practice are usually proprietary, but are 
typified, for example, by Miner's rule (e.g., page 494 of Nelson 1990) [3] which uses 
results of tests in which specimens are tested at constant stress to predict life in which 
system components are exposed to varying stresses. Example 15.3 in Meeker and Escobar 
(1998)[5] describes, generally, how results of fatigue tests on specimens are used to predict 
the rehability of a jet engine turbine disk. 
There is a danger, however, that increased temperature due to increased cycling rate will 
affect the cycles-to-failure distribution. This is especially true if there are effects Hke 
creep-fatigue interaction (see Dowling 1993, page 706, for further discussion)[14]. 
2.6 Using Temperature to Accelerate Failure Mechanisms: 
It is sometimes said that high temperature is the enemy of reliability. Increasing 
temperature is one of the most commonly used methods to accelerate a failure mechanism. 
2.6.1 Arrhenius Relationship for Reaction Rates: 
The Arrhenius relationship is a widely-used model to describe the effect that temperature 
has on the rate of a simple chemical reaction. This relationship can be written as 
Ritemp) = /Q exp (2.3) 
k X tempK 
Where R is the reaction rate and tempK = temp C + 273.15 is thermodynamic 
temperature in Kelvin(/T),A: is either Boltzmann's constant or the universal gas constant 
and E^^ is the activation energy. The parameters E^^ and y^ are product or material 
characteristics. In applications involving electronic component reliability, Boltzmann's 
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constant A; = 8 . 6 1 7 1 x 1 0 ^ = 1 / 1 1 6 0 5 in units of electron volt per Kelvin {eV IK) 
is commonly used and in this case, E^ has units of electron volt(^y). 
In the case of a simple one-step chemical reaction, E^ would represent an activation 
energy that quantifies the minimum amount of energy needed to allow a certain chemical 
reaction to occur. In most applications involving temperature acceleration of a failure 
mechanism, the situation is much more complicated. For example, a chemical degradation 
process many have multiple steps operating in series or parallel, with each step having its 
own rate constant and activation energy. Generally, the hope is that the behavior of the 
more complicated process can be approximated, over the entire range of temperature of 
interest, by the Arrhenius relationship. This hope could be realized, for example, if there is 
a single step in the degradation process that is rate-limiting and thus, for all practical 
purposes, controls the rate of the entire reaction. Of course this is a strong assumption that 
in most practical applications, is impossible to verify completely. In most accelerated test 
applications, it would be more appropriate to refer to E^ as a quasi activation energy. 
2.62 Arrhenius Relationship Time-Acceleration Factor: 
The Arrhenius acceleration factor is 
>i 7 - / r- X R(temp) 
Af {temp, tempy ,E^) = R{tempy) 
^ 11605 11605^ 
= exp £» tempjjK tempK (2.4) 
When temp>tempy , AF{temp,tempy,E^^)>\ When tempjj and E^^ are 
understood to be, respectively, product use temperature and reaction-specific quasi 
activation energy, AF{temp) = AF{temp,tempjj,E^) will be used to denote a time-
acceleration factor. The following example illustrates how one can assess approximate 
acceleration factors for a proposed accelerated test. 
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Example (2.3): Adhesive-bonded power element. 
Meeker and Hahn (1985)[15] describe an adhesive-bonded power element that was 
designed for use at temp = 5 0 ° C . Suppose that a Ufe test of this element is to be 
conducted at temp = 120° C . Also suppose that experience with this product suggested 
that E^ can vary in the range E^ = 0.4 eV toE'^ = 0.6 ^V. 
The Arrhenius relationship does not apply to all temperature acceleration problems and 
will be adequate over only a limited temperature range (depending on the particular 
appUcation). Yet it is satisfactorily and widely used in many applications. Nelson (1990, 
page 76)[3] comments that "in certain applications (e.g., motor insulation), if the Arrhenius 
relationship does not fit the data, the data are suspect rather than the relationship." 
2.63 Eyring Relationship Time-Acceleration Factor: 
The Arrhenius relationship (2.3) was discovered by Svante Arrhenius through empirical 
observation in the late 1800's. Eyring (e.g., Eyring et al. 1941 )[16] or Eyring (1980)[17] 
gives physical theory describing the effect that temperature has on a reaction rate. Written 
in terms of a reaction rate, the Eyring relationship is 
R(temp) = yoX A{temp) x exp ^ -E ^ a 
kxtempK 
where A{temp) is a function of temperature depending on the specifics of the reaction 
dynamics and y^ and E^, are constants (Weston and Schwarz 1972 [18]. Applications in 
the Uterature have typically used A{temp) = (tempK)m with a fixed value of m 
ranging between m = 0 (Boccaletti et al. 1989, page 379)[19], m = 0.5 (Klinger 
1991a)[20], to m = 1 (Nelson 1990, page 100)[3] and (Mann et al. 1974, page 436)[21]. 
AF^^.{temp,temp^,,EJ = \ J^!^^ xAF^^(temp,temp^,E^) 
, tempjj A. j 
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where AF^^(temp, tempu ,E^) is the Arrhenius acceleration factor from (2.4). For use 
over practical ranges of temperature acceleration, and for practical values of m not far 
from 0, the factor outside the exponential has relatively little effect on the acceleration 
factor and the additional term is often dropped in favor the simpler Arrhenius relationship. 
Example (2.4): Eyring acceleration factor for a metallization failure mode. 
An accelerated life test will be used to study a metallization failure mechanism for a solid 
state electronic device. Experience with this type of failure mechanism suggests that the 
quasi activation energy should be in the neighborhood of E^ =\.2eV . The usual 
operating junction temperature for the device is 90 C. The Eyring acceleration factor for 
testing at 160 C , using m = 1, is 
-4F,,, (160,90,1.2) = f ^ J l ^ ^ l x AF,, (160,90,1.2) 
= 1.1935x491 = 586 
where AF^^ (160,90,1.2) = 491 is the Arrhenius acceleration factor. We see that, for a 
fixed value of E^, the Eyring relationship predicts, in this case, an acceleration that is 
19% greater than the Arrhenius relationship. 
When fitting models to limited data, the estimate of E^ depends strongly on the assumed 
value for m (e.g., 0 or I). This dependency will compensate for and reduce the effect of 
changing the assumed value of m. Only with extremely large amounts of data would it be 
possible to adequately separate the effects of m and E^ using data alone. If m can be 
determined accurately on the basis of physical considerations, the Eyring relationship 
could lead to better low-stress extrapolations. Numerical evidence shows that the 
acceleration factor obtained from the Eyring model assuming m known, and estimating 
E^ from the data, is monotone decreasing as a function of m. Then the Eyring model 
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gives smaller acceleration factors and smaller extrapolation to use-levels of temperature 
when m > 0 . When m < 0 , Arrhenius gives a smaller acceleration factor and a 
conservative extrapolation to use-levels of temperature. 
2.6.4 Reaction-Rate Acceleration for a Nonlinear Degradation Path Model: 
Some simple chemical degradation processes (first order kinetics) might be described by 
the following path model 
D{t\temp) = D^ x{l-exp[-i?j; x AF{temp)xt^ (2.5) 
where Ru is the reaction rate at use temperature tempjj, R^ X AF{temp) the rate 
reaction at a general temperature temp, and for temp > tempu, AF{temp) > 1. Note 
from (2.5) that when/)^ > 0, D{t) is increasing and failure occurs when D{t) > / ) y . 
However, F)^ < 0 , D{t) decreasing and failure occurs when D{t) < F) f • In either 
case, equating D{T;temp)to F) f and solving for failure time gives 
T(,emp) = ''^""'1'"^ (2.6) 
AF{temp) 
Where 
r n ( DA 
F(tempA = - —- log 
v^f/y 
1 ^ 
a J 
is failure time at use conditions. Faster degradation shortens time to any particular 
definition of failure (e.g., crossing / ) y or some other specified level) by a scale factor that 
depends on temperature. Thus changing temperature is similar to changing the units of 
time. Consequently, the time to failure distributions at tempyand temp are related by 
P[T{tempu)<t]= PYF{temp) < 11 AF{temp)\ (2.7) 
Equations (6) and (7) are forms of the Scale Accelerated Failure Time (S AFf) model. 
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With a SAFT model, for example, if T{tempjj) (time at use or some other baseline 
temperature) has a log-location-scale distribution with parameters / /^ andC7, then 
L (^ 
At any other temperature, 
P[T<t\temp\ = (l> log(0-// 
where 
X--11605/{tempK), x^ =11605/{tempuK), j3^=E^, 
and 
LuValle, Welsher, and Svoboda (1988)[22] and Klinger (1992)[23] describe more general 
physical/chemical degradation model characteristics needed to assure that the SAFT 
property holds. 
Example (2.5): Time acceleration for Device-A. 
Hooper and Amster (1990)[24] analyze the temperature- accelerated Hfe test data on a 
particular kind of electronic device that it is identified here as Device-A. The data are 
given in Meeker and Escobar (1998, page 637)[5]. The purpose of the experiment was to 
determine if Device-A would meet its failure rate objective through 10,000 hours and 
30,000 hours at its nominal operating ambient temperature of 10 C. 
2.6.5 Examples Where The Arrhenius Model Is Not Appropriate: 
The Arrhenius relationship will describe the rate of a chemical reaction only under special 
circumstances. It is easy to construct examples where the Arrhenius model does not hold. 
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For example, if there is more than one competing chemical reaction and those chemical 
reactions have different activation energies, the Arrhenius model will not describe the rate 
of the overall chemical reaction. 
Example (2.6): Acceleration of parallel chemical reactions. 
Consider the chemical degradation path model having two separate reactions contributing 
to failure and described by 
Dit; temp) = D,^ x {l - exp[- R^y x AF^ (temp) x t]\ 
+ D^^ X {l - exp[- /?2f/ X AF^ (temp) x /]} 
Here J?,^ and /?2f/ are the use-condition rates of the two parallel reactions contributing to 
failure. Suppose that the Arrhenius relationship can be used to describe temperature 
dependence for these rates, providing acceleration functions AF^{temp) and 
AF2 {temp) .Then, unless 
AFj (temp) = AF2 (temp) for all temp, 
this degradation model does not lead to a SAFT model. Intuitively, this is because 
temperature affects the two degradation processes differently, inducing nonlinearity into 
the acceleration function relating times at two different temperatures. 
To obtain useful extrapolation models for degradation processes having more than one 
step, each with its own rate constant, it is, in general, necessary to have adequate models 
for the important individual steps. For example, when the individual processes can be 
observed, it may be possible to estimate the effect that temperature (or other accelerating 
variable) has on each of the rate constants. 
2.6.6 Temperature Cycling: 
Some failure modes are caused by temperature cycling. In particular, temperature cycling 
causes thermal expansion and contraction which can induce mechanical stresses. Some 
failure modes caused by thermal cycling include: 
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(i) Power on/off cycling of electronic equipment can damage integrated circuit 
encapsulement and solder joints. 
(ii) Heat generated by take-off power-thrust in jet engines can cause crack initiation 
and growth in fan disks. 
(iii) Power-up/power-down cycles can cause cracks in nuclear power plant heat 
exchanger tubes and turbine generator components. 
(iv) Temperature cycUng can lead to delamination in Inkjet printhead components. 
As in fatigue testing, it is possible to accelerate thermal cycling failure modes by 
increasing either the frequency or ampUtude of the cycles (increasing amplitude generally 
increases mechanical stress). The most commonly used model for acceleration of thermal 
cycling is the Coffin-Manson relationship which says that the number of cycles to failure is 
s 
N = (Atemp)^^ 
where A temp is the temperature range and S and ^^ are properties of the material and 
test setup. This power-rule relationship explains the effect that temperature range has on 
thermal-fatigue life cycles-to-failure distribution. Nelson (1990, page 86)[3] suggests that 
for some metals, /?, ~ 2 and that for plastic encapsulements used for integrated circuits , 
Pi ~5. The Coffm-Manson relationship was originally developed as an empirical model 
to describe the effect that temperature cycling on the failure of component in the hot part 
of a jet engine. 
Letting T be the random number of cycles to failure (e.g., T = Ne where e is a random 
variable), the acceleration factor when A temp, relative to the number of cycles when 
A tempy, is 
AF(Atemp) = T(Atempjj) 
T{Atemp) 
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There may be a A temp threshold below which little or no fatigue damage is done during 
thermal cycling. 
Empirical evidence has shown that the effect of temperature cycling can depend 
importantly on temp^^K, the maximum temperature in the cycling (e.g., if temp^^^K 
is more than 0.2 or 0.3 times a metal's melting point). The cycles-to-failure distribution for 
temperature cycling can also depend on the cycling rate (e.g., due to heat buildup). An 
empirical extension of the Coffm-Manson relationship that describes such dependencies is 
d 1 (E^xn605\ N = ^ x ^ x e x p ~ 
(Atempr ifreqr' { femp^^^K J 
Where freq is the cycling frequency, and E^,isa quasi activation energy. 
As with all acceleration models, caution must be used when using such a model outside the 
range of available data and past experience. 
2.7 Using Humidity to Accelerate Reaction Rates: 
Humidity is another commonly used accelerating variable, particularly for failure 
mechanisms involving corrosion and certain kinds of chemical degradation. 
Vapor density measures the amount of water vapor in a volume of air in units of mass per 
unit volume. Partial vapor pressure (sometime simply referred to as "vapor pressure") is 
closely related and measures that part of the total air pressure exerted by the water 
molecules in the air. Partial vapor pressure is approximately proportional to vapor density. 
The partial vapor pressure at which molecules are evaporating and condensing from the 
surface of water at the same rate is the saturation vapor pressure. For a fixed amount of 
moisture in the air, saturation vapor pressure increases with temperature. 
Relative humidity {RH) is usually defined as 
Vapor pressure Kti = 
Saturation Vapor pressure 
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and is commonly expressed as a percent. For most failure mechanisms, physical-chemical 
theory suggests that RH is the appropriate scale in which to relate reaction rate to 
humidity, especially if temperature is also to be used as an accelerating variable (Klinger 
1991b)[25]. 
A variety of different humidity models (mostly empirical but a few with some physical 
basis) have been suggested for different kinds of failure mechanisms. Much of this work 
has been motivated by concerns about the effect of environmental humidity on plastic-
packaged electronic devices. Humidity is also an important factor in the service-life 
distribution of paints and coatings. In most test apphcations where humidity is used as an 
accelerating variable, it is used in conjunction with temperature. For example. Peck 
(1986)[26] presents data and models relating life of semiconductor electronic components 
to humidity and temperature. See also Peck and Zierdt (1974)[27] and Joyce et al. 
(1985)[28]. Gillen and Mead (1980)[29] describe a kinetic approach for modeling 
accelerated aging data. LuValle et al. (1986)[30] describe the analysis of time to failure 
data on printed circuit boards that have been tested at higher than usual temperature, 
humidity, and voltage. They suggest ALT models based on the physics of failure. Chapter 
2 of Nelson (1990)f3] and Boccaletti et al. (1989)[19] review and compare a number of 
different humidity models. 
2.8 Voltage and Voltage-Stress Acceleration: 
Increasing voltage or voltage stress (electric field) is another commonly used method to 
accelerate failure of electrical materials and components like light bulbs, capacitors, 
transformers, heaters, and insulation. 
Voltage quantifies the amount of force needed to move an electric charge between two 
points. Physically, voltage can be thought of as the amount of pressure behind an electrical 
current. Voltage stress quantifies voltage per unit of thickness across a dielectric and is 
measured in units of volt/thickness (e.g., V/mm or kV/mm). 
2.8.1 Voltage Acceleration Mechanisms: 
Depending on the failure mode, higher voltage stress can: 
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(i) Accelerate failure-causing electro-chemical reactions or the growth of failure-
causing discontinuities in the dielectric material. 
(ii) Increase the voltage stress relative to dielectric strength of a specimen. Units at 
higher stress will tend to fail sooner than those at a lower stress. 
Sometimes one or the other of these effects will be the primary cause of failure. In other 
cases, both effects will be important. 
2.82 Inverse Power Relationship: 
The inverse power relationship is frequendy used to describe the effect that stresses like 
voltage and pressure have on lifetime. Voltage is used in the following discussion. When 
the thickness of a dielectric material or insulation is constant, voltage is proportional to 
voltage stress. Let volt denote voltage and let voltu be the voltage at use conditions. 
The lifetime at stress level volt is given by 
r(vo/o=^^^''"''^-
yVOltyJ AF{volt) 
Where/?j, in general, is negative. The model has SAFT form with acceleration factor 
AF{volt) = AF{volt, voltu, p^) 
_ Tiyolt^) { volt ^~ '^ 
T{volt) yvoltyj (2.8) 
If T{voltu) has a log-location-scale distribution with parameters JU^ and (J , then 
T{volt) also has a log-location-scale distribution with fi = PQ +PiX, where 
% = \ogivoltu ),X = logivolt), j8f^=jU^~ jB^Xu, and a does not depend on x. 
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Example (2.7): Accelerated life test of a mylar-polyurethane insulation. 
Meeker and Escobar (1998, Section 19.3)[5] re-analyzed ALT data from a special type of 
mylar-polyurethane insulation used in high-performance electro-magnets. The data, 
originally from Kalkanis and Rosso (1989)[31], give time to dielectric breakdown of units 
tested at (100.3, 122.4, 157.1, 219.0, 361.4) kV/mm. The purpose of the ALT was to 
evaluate the reliability of the insulating structure and to estimate the life distribution at 
system design voltages, assumed to be 50 kV/mm. Figure 10 shows that failures occur 
much sooner at high voltage stress. Except for the 361.4 kV/mm data, the relationship 
between log life and log voltage appears to be approximately linear. Meeker and Escobar 
(1998)[32], in their re-analysis, omitted the 361.4 kV/mm data because it is clear that a 
new failure mode had manifested itself at this highest level of voltage stress. Insulation 
engineers have suggested to us that the new failure mode was likely caused by thermal 
buildup that was not important at lower levels of voltage stress. 
2.83 Physical Motivation for The Inverse Power Relationship For Voltage Stress 
Acceleration: 
The inverse power relationship is widely used to model Hfe as a function of pressure like 
accelerating variables (e.g., pressure, voltage stress). This relationship is generally 
considered to be an empirical model because it has no formal basis from knowledge of the 
physics/chemistry of the modeled failure modes. It is commonly used because engineers 
have found, over time, that it often provides a useful description of certain kinds of AT 
data. 
This discussion here is for insulation. The ideas extend, however, to other dielectric 
materials, products, and devices like insulating fluids, transformers, capacitors, adhesives, 
conduits, and containers that can be modeled by a stress-strength interference model. 
In applications, an insulator should not conduct an electrical cun-ent. An insulator has a 
characteristic dielectric strength which can be expected to be random from unit-to-unit. 
The dielectric strength of an insulation specimen operating in a specific environment at a 
specific voltage may degrade with time. When a specimen's dielectric sti-engtli falls below 
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the applied voltage stress, there will be flash-over, a short circuit, or other failure-causing 
damage to the insulation. Analytically, suppose that degrading dielectric strength at age t 
can be expressed as 
1 
Here, failure occurs when D(t) crosses Df , the applied voltage stress, denoted by volt, 
the unit-to-unit variability is in the SQ parameter. Equating D{T) to volt and solving for 
failure time T gives 
Tivolt) = 
V ^0 J 
Then the acceleration factor for volt versus voltjj is 
-A 
AF{volt) = AFivolt,volty ,/?i) = Tjvolty) ^ 
Tivolt) 
volt 
yVOltfj J 
which is an inverse power relationship. 
To extend this model, suppose that higher voltage also leads to an increase in the 
degradation rate and that this increase is described with the degradation model 
D{t) = SQ[R{volt)xtf^' 
where 
Rivolt) = y^ exp[72 \og{volt)] 
Suppose failure occurs when D{t) crosses Dj , the appHed voltage stress, denoted by 
volt. Then equating D{T) to volt and solving for failure time T gives the failure time 
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Tiyolt) = 
Rivolt)y SQ 
Then the ratio of failure times at volt^ versus volt is the acceleration factor 
T{volt) \yVoltjj ^ 
which is again an inverse power relationship with P\=y\~T2-
This motivation for the inverse power relationship described here is not based on any 
fundamental understanding of what happens to the insulating material at the molecular 
level over time. 
2.8.4 A More General Empirical Power Relationship: Box-Cox Transformations: 
The inverse power relationship induces a log-transformation in volt giving the model 
where X = \og{volt). There might be other transformations of volt that could provide a 
better description of the data. A general, and useful, approach is to expand the formulation 
of the model by adding a parameter or parameters and investigating the effect of perturbing 
the added parameter(s), to see the effect on answers to questions of interest. Here this 
approach is used to expand the inverse power relationship model. 
Suppose that X^ is a positive accelerating variable and X2 is a collection of other 
explanatory variables, some of which might be accelerating variables. Consider the model 
where the p ' s are unknown parameters. We start by replacing Xjwith the more general 
Box-Cox transformation (Box and Cox 1964)[33] on X, . In particular, we fit the model 
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ju = ro + ri^ + r2^2 
where the y's are unknown parameters and 
w,=< X 
A^O (2.9) 
log(X,) /l = 0 
The Box-Cox transformation was originally proposed as a simplifying transformation for a 
response variable. Transformation of accelerating and explanatory variables, however, 
provides a convenient extension of the accelerating modeling choices. The Box-Cox 
transformation includes all the power transformations and because W, is a continuous 
function of /I , (2.9) provides a continuum of transformations for possible evaluation and 
model assessment. The Box-Cox transformation parameter can be varied over some range 
of values (e.g., -1 to 2) to see the effect of different voltage-life relationships on the fitted 
model and inferences of interest. The results from the analysis can be displayed in a 
number of different ways. 
For fixed X^, the Box-Cox transformation model acceleration factor is 
AF,r{X,)^\ 
exp X 
n 
ifX^O 
(x V^ 
w 
V ^ 1 ; 
ifX = 0 
where X^^ are use conditions for the Xjaccelerating variable. AFQ(J{X^) is monotone 
increasing in X, if ^i < 0 and monotone decreasing in X^ if /j > 0. 
Example (2.8): Spring life test data. 
Meeker et al. (2003)[34] analyze spring accelerated Hfe test data. Time is in units of 
kilocycles to failure. The explanatory variables are processing temperature (Temp) in 
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degrees Fahrenheit, spring compression displacement (Stroke) in mils, and the categorical 
variable Method which takes the values New or Old. Springs that had not failed after 5000 
kilocycles were coded as "Suspended." At the condition 50 mils, 500 ^ F, and the New 
processing method, there were no failures before 5000 kilocycles. All of the other 
conditions had at least some failures and at five of the twelve conditions, all of the springs 
failed. At some of the conditions, one or more of the springs had not failed after 5000 
kilocycles. 
2.9 Acceleration Models With More Than One Accelerating Variable: 
Some accelerated tests use more than one accelerating variable. Such tests might be 
suggested when it is known that two or more potential accelerating variables contribute to 
degradation and failure. Using two or more variables may provide needed time-
acceleration without requiring levels of the individual accelerating variables to be too high. 
Some accelerated tests include engineering variables that are not accelerating variables. 
Examples include material type, design, operator, and so on. 
2.9.1 GeneraUzed Eyring Relationship: 
The generalized Eyring relationship extends the Eyring relationship, allowing for one or 
more non-thermal accelerating variables (such as humidity or voltage). For one additional 
non-thermal accelerating variable X , the model, in terms of reaction rate, can be written 
as 
r ^. \ 
R{temp,X) = /oX (tempK)"' xexp n 
kxtempK 
xexp ;^2^ + (2.10) 
\^  kx tempK 
Where X is a function of the non-thermal stress. The parameters 7j = E^ (activation 
energy) and 7o' ^2 ' Ys ^^ e characteristics of the particular physical/chemical process. 
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Additional factors like the one on the right-hand-side of (2.10) can be added for other non-
thermal accelerating variables. 
In the following sections, following common practice, we set{tempK) = 1 , using what 
is essentially the Arrhenius temperature-acceleration relationship. These sections describe 
some important special- case applications of this more general model. If the underlying 
model relating the degradation process to failure is a SAFT model, then, the generalized 
Eyring relationship can be used to describe the relationship between times at different sets 
of conditions temp and X . In particular, the acceleration factor relative to use conditions 
tempfj and X^ is 
._,, _.. R{temp,X) 
AF{temp,X) = R{tempu,Xy) 
The same approach to show the effect of accelerating variables on time to failure. For 
example, suppose that T{tempjj ) (time at use or some other baseline temperature) has a 
log-location-scale distribution with parameters fl^ and G. Then T{teinp) has the same 
log-location-scale distribution with 
jU = Mu- \og[ AF (temp, X)] 
= J8Q+J3^XI+ JB2X2 + /?3X, X2 (2.11) 
where 
11605 
Xj = , Xo = A and 
(tempK) 
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2.92 Temperature-Voltage Acceleration Models: 
Many different models have been used to describe the effect of the combination of 
temperature and voltage on acceleration. For instance. Meeker and Escobar (1998, Section 
17.7)[5] analyzed data from a study relating voltage and temperature to the failure of glass 
capacitors. They modeled the location parameter of log Ufetime as a simple linear function 
of temp C and volt. The generahzed Eyring relationship can also be used with 
X = log(vo/0 , as done in Boyko and Gerlach (1989)[35]. Khnger (1991a)[20] modeled 
the Boyko and Gerlach (1989)[35] data by including second order terms for both 
accelerating variables. 
To derive the time-acceleration factor for the extended Arrhenius relationship with temp 
and volt, one can follow steps analogous to those outlined in previous sections . Using 
(2.10) withX = log(V6>//), one obtains 
f T. \ 
R(temp, volt) = '^Q xexp -E. 
V k X tempK 
xexp r^logivolt) 
r^logjvolt) 
k X tempK 
Again, failure occurs when the dielectric strength crosses the applied voltage stress, that is, 
D(t) — volt. This occurs at time 
T{temp,volt) = 1 
R{temp,volt) 
' volt ^  
\ ^0 J 
from this one can compute 
T {temp,volt) 
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f 1 V^-n 
\voltij) 
X {exp[X, \og{volt) - x^ij \og{voltu ) ]p 
where X^y =11605/tempyK and X^ =11605/tempK. When ^3 = 0 , there is no 
interaction between temperature and voltage. In this case, AF{temp,Volt) can be 
factored into two terms, one that involves temperature only and an another term that 
involves voltage only. Thus, if there is no interaction, the contribution of temperature 
(voltage) to acceleration is the same at all levels of voltage (levels of temperature). 
2.93 Temperature-Current Density Acceleration Models: 
d'Heurle and Ho (1978)[361 and Ghate (1982)[37] studied the effect of increased current 
density (A/cm2) on electro-migration in microelectronic aluminum conductors. High 
current densities cause atoms to move more rapidly, eventually causing extmsion or voids 
that lead to component failure. ATs for electro migration often use increased current 
density and temperature to accelerate the test. An extended Arrhenius relationship could be 
appropriate for such data. In particular, when T has a log-location-scale distribution, then 
(10) applies with JCj = 11605/ tempK, X2 = logicurrent). The model with y^ 3 = 0 
(without interaction) is known as "Black's equation" (Black 1969)[38]. 
2.9.4 Temperature-Humidity Acceleration Models: 
Relative humidity is another environmental variable that can be combined with 
temperature to accelerate corrosion or other chemical reactions. Examples of applications 
include paints and coatings, electronic devices and electronic semiconductor parts, circuit 
boards, permalloy specimens, foods, and pharmaceuticals. Although most ALT models 
that include humidity were derived empirically, some humidity models have a physical 
basis. For example, Gillen and Mead (1980)[29] and Klinger (1991b)[25] studied kinetic 
models relating aging with humidity. LuValle et al. (1986)[30] provided physical basis for 
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Studying the effect of humidity, temperature, and voltage on the failure of circuit boards. 
See Boccaletti et al.(1989)[19]. Chapter 2 of Nelson (1990)[3], Joyce et al. (I985)[28], 
Peck (1986)[26], and Peck and Zierdt (1974)[27] for ALT applications . involving 
temperature and humidity. y^*^^^"^^ '^"v^ 
2.10 Comments on The Application of Acceleration Modelst^ ^^ ^ ^ 4 ^ ^ " ^ -^" j ^ 
2.10.1 Concerns About Extrapolation: '^n gp-^^^^^-^.^-c^ 
All accelerated tests involve extrapolation. The use of extrapolation in applications 
requires justification. It is always best when the needed justification comes from detailed 
physical/chemical knowledge of the effect of the accelerating variable on the failure 
mechanism. As a practical matter, however, such knowledge is often lacking, as is time 
and resources for acquiring the needed knowledge. Empirical relationships are often used 
as justification, but rarely are data available to check the relationship over the entire range 
of interest for the accelerating variable(s). 
Evans (1977)[39] makes the important point that the need to make rapid rehability 
assessments and the fact that accelerated tests may be "the only game in town" is not 
sufficient to justify the use of the method. Justification must be based on physical models 
or empirical evidence. Evans (1991)[40] describes difficulties with accelerated testing and 
suggests the use of sensitivity analysis, such as that described in Meeker, Escobar, and 
Zayac (2003)[34]. He also comments that acceleration factors of 10 "are not unreasonable" 
but that "factors much larger than that tend to be figments of the imagination and lots of 
correct but irrelevant arithmetic." 
2.10.2 Some Basic Guidelines For The Use Of Acceleration Models: 
Some guideUnes for the use of acceleration models include: 
(a) ATs must generate the same failure mode occurring in the field. Generally, 
accelerated tests are used to obtain information about one particular, relatively 
simple failure mechanism (or corresponding degradation measure). If there is more 
than one failure mode, it is possible that the different failurs mechanisms will be 
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accelerated at different rates. Then, unless this is accounted for in the modeling and 
analysis, estimates could be seriously incorrect when extrapolating to lower use-
levels of the accelerating variables. 
(b) Accelerating variables should be chosen to correspond with variables that cause 
actual failures. 
(c) It is useful to investigate previous attempts to accelerate failure mechanisms similar 
to the ones of interest. There are many research reports and papers that have been 
published in the physics of failure literature. The annual Proceedings of the 
International Reliability Physics Symposium, sponsored by the IEEE Electron 
Devices Society and the IEEE Rehability Society, contain numerous articles 
describing physical models for acceleration and failure. 
(d) Accelerated tests should be designed, as much as possible, to minimize the amount 
of extrapolation required, as described in Chapters 20 and 21 of Meeker and 
Escobar 1998[5]. High levels of accelerating variables can cause extraneous failure 
modes that would never occur at use-levels of the accelerating variables. If 
extraneous failures are not recognized and properly handled, they can lead to 
seriously incorrect conclusions. Also, the relationship may not be accurate enough 
over a wide range of acceleration. 
(e) In practice, it is difficult or impractical to verify acceleration relationships over the 
entire range of interest. Of course, accelerated test data should be used to look for 
departures from the assumed acceleration model. It is important to recognize, 
however, that the available data will generally provide very little power to detect 
anything but the most serious model inadequacies. Typically there is no useful 
diagnostic information about possible model inadequacies at accelerating variable 
levels close to use conditions. 
(t) Simple models with the right shape have generally proven to be more useful than 
elaborate multi- parameter models. 
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(g) Sensitivity analyses should be used to assess the effect of perturbing uncertain 
inputs (e.g., inputs related to model assumptions). 
(h) Accelerated test programs should be planned and conducted by teams including 
individuals knowledgeable about the product and its use environment, the 
physical/chemical/mechanical aspects of the failure mode, and the statistical aspects 
of the design and analysis of reliability experiments. 
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Chapter-3 
A General Bayes Weibull Inference Model for Accelerated Life Testing 
3.1 Introduction: 
In the case of highly reUable items, e.g. VLSI (very large scale integrated) electronic 
devices, computer equipment, missiles, etc., MTTF (mean times to failure) exceeding a 
year is not uncommon. The use of these items, however, may still require reliability 
demonstration or verification testing, especially when these items are used for military or 
high risk pubhc applications. With such MTTF's, it is often too time consuming and too 
costly to test these items in their use (or nominal) environment, as the length of time to 
generate a reasonable number of failures is often intolerable. If such is the case, it has 
become a standard procedure (see MIL-STD-781C)[1] to test these items under more 
severe environments than experienced in actual use. Such tests are often referred to as 
ALT's (accelerated life tests). It is noted, (See Mann and Singpurwalla 1983)[2], that 
because of advancement in technology and increased reliability, ALT's are performed more 
frequently than ordinary hfe tests. There are two main problems associated with ALT's as: 
(a) optimal design of the ALT, and (b) statistical inference from ALT failure data. 
The focus of this chapter is on the statistical inference problem, i.e. on how to make 
inference about the reliability in the use environment by obtaining information in the 
accelerated environments. Typically inference methods have been developed assuming 
that: (a) the life time distribution in a constant stress environment belongs to a common 
family of distributions, and (b) the scale parameter of such a distribution is related to the 
stress environment via a parametric function known as a time transfomiation function 
(TTF) (See Mann et al. 1974)[3]. In addition, most of the inference methods are based on 
the use of maximum likelihood estimation which may require large sample sizes for 
meaningful statistical ALT inference (see Nelson 1980) [4]. 
Author(s): Van Dorp, R.J. Mazzuchi, T.A. 
Source: Reliability Engineering and System Safety. Volume 90, Issues 2-3 (2005), pp. 140-147 
Published b\: Elsevier Ltd. 
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In this chapter, only the first assumption will be adhered to. Specifically, inference will be 
developed using the Weibull failure time model. The inference method is Bayesian in 
nature and will rely on the use of engineering judgment to specify prior distributions for 
the Weibull model parameters. While there is a host of hterature in this area, (See Madi 
1993[5], Bai et al. 1997[6], Khamis and Higgins 1999[7], Abdel-Ghaly et al. 2002[8],) the 
only Bayesian inference procedure developed for the Weibull model that we know of is 
presented in Mazzuchi et al. (1997)[9] for constant stress ALTs in conjunction with the 
parametric TTF. The inference procedure herein will be developed for a wide range of 
ALT scenarios with no TTF assumption. 
3.2 A general likelihood model: 
3.2.1 Motivation: 
A first step in any statistical inference procedure, whether classical or Bayesian, involves 
developing the hkelihood. The flexibility of the likehhood formulation drives the 
flexibiUty of the statistical inference procedure in terms of its applicability to different 
ALT scenarios. In this section, a hkelihood model is developed that allows for a 
comprehensive representation of most ALT inference scenarios currently available to ALT 
practitioners, specifically, regular life testing, fixed-stress testing, and progressive step-
stress testing. In addition, the Hkelihood model allows for profile step-stress testing. The 
hkeUhood is developed with greatest degree of flexibility, allowing for different patterns 
for each test item. 
Having such a flexible formulation of a likelihood model allows for the comparison of 
different ALT designs within a common modeUng framework. In addition, allowing for 
such flexibiUty will increase the model's ability to represent ALT designs used by testing 
practitioners. 
3.22 The Failure Rate Over The Course Of An ALT: 
In developing a likelihood model, consider the following step-stress ALT setup. The ALT 
will consist of testing over a predetermined and fixed maximum number of test 
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environments. An environment is defined by a combination of stress levels from the set of 
stress variables, e.g. temperature, vibration and voltage. Let K environments 
E\->Ei-'"-^EK ^^ defined candidate test environments. Let ^^ denote the use 
environment, where £G {1,2, ,K}. The index e will be used to indicate a particular 
environment. Suppose that each of A^  test items will be subjected to a step-stress ALT 
with possibly a different step pattern per test item. The index j will be used to indicate a 
particular test item. The total length of each ALT may vary per test item, but each ALT 
will be subdivided into m steps. The index / will be used to indicate a particular step-
interval within an ALT. Thus, for each test item j , m steps are defined by 
^^toj<tij<-<t„r-ij<t„,j 
where the i'^ step is defined as [ti-\i^ti,j] and the ALT is terminated at Ume t,n,j^^^ 
test item j . A design matrix A = {(ij A specifies the indices of the environments for 
each test item j in each step / . Thus during the / step, test item j is subjected to 
environment£• , where^^ = 1 , . . . , K . Note that this flexible formulation includes 
both regular life testing {Q. • = £ for all / ) and fixed-stress ALT iatj = ^fo '^ '^^  ^^^d 
some particular environment £",). 
The approach to deriving the likelihood will be general and center around the failure rate, 
A,(?), in a constant stress environment £'^. The failure rate for test item j over the 
course of the step-stress ALT, denoted by h{t), is different from the failure rates in the 
constant stress environments, as the environments, and thus the failure behavior, vary over 
the course of the ALT stage. A generic expression will be derived for the failure rate 
hXt) of test item j over the course of an ALT stage, conditioned on knowing the failure 
rate functions /l^{t) in the candidate test environments ^^ , e€ {1,2, ,K}. 
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The cumulative failure rate that test item j has accumulated up to f^ • in an ALT is given 
by 
Hj(tij)= \hj{u)du (3.1) 
0 
In a constant stress environment ^^ the cumulative failure rate would be given by 
Aeiti,j)= \Xeiu)du (3.2) 
0 
Note that the operating environment in the ALT after /^  equals £" . It will be 
assumed that the change in environments at f; • is instantaneous. In addition, it will be 
assumed that no additional failures are induced by the instantaneous change of 
environments f • : through a shock effect. Using (3.2) the cumulative hazard rate Hj{tj •) 
may be expressed using A^ (?) for some value of t. Denoting this value thy ^-^^ 
and solving for -^ -^^ j yields 
The time -f^ j^ may be interpreted as the amount of time that would have elapsed to 
accumulate / / (f • ) by testing in environment E^ alone, starting at time 0. 
Next, the failure rate function over the course of the ALT stage may be derived as 
for t.j<t<t.^^j, i = OX-..,m-l (3.4) 
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where -f^ .^ j • is given by (3.3) and H At^ •) is the initial cumulative failure rate of test 
item 7 prior to the ALT stage. In case / / (^ Q •) is a new test item,//• (^ Q ) = 0 . 
However, the case where a test item has a history of operating hours in known 
environments may be easily acconraiodated. The jump in the failure rate at time t^ 
follows as 
where 
A«,(r,,) = ft,(,^)-^,a:,) (3.5) 
ftj(?y) = lim,T,,,/!,.(0 
and 
It may be derived that the jump A/l • {t- ) equals 
for / = 0 , l , . . . . ,m- l (3.6) 
Following the approach above, the current failure rate of a test item only depends on the 
current accumulated cumulative failure rate and the current stress. It can be shown that the 
intrinsic time failure rate construction approach above is equivalent to the assumption of 
the Cumulated Exposure Model (see Nelson, 1980) [4]. 
The assumption that no additional failures are induced by the instantaneous change of 
environments between steps is an assumption which may be challenged, as an 
instantaneous change of environments may induce a shock effect, causing item failure. The 
above procedure, however, can be easily extended to the case of gradual environmental 
changes (see Van Dorp, 1998) [10]. 
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3.23 The Likelihood Given ALT Test Data: 
Using the formulation of the failure rate function over the course of an ALT-stage, the 
likelihood given ALT Test data may be derived for both interval and Type I censored data. 
(i) Interval Data: 
Suppose failures can only be monitored at the end of a step interval / + 1 i.e. [(• j , ti+ij] • 
The interval in which itemy fails will be denoted hy q .. The probability of test item j 
surviving time ,^_^ [ given that it has survived up to time /• • follows as 
'i+\J 
Pr{r. > t.,,j I Tj > t.j} = exp - \hjiu)du 
i-j 
'+''/''',./+^'+i. 
= e x p j - J ^«,^,.(vMv 
' i + i , y 
(3.7) 
where Xj+i j is given by (3.3). The probability of test item 7 failing before time /,+i j given 
that it has survived up to time / • equals 
Pr(7^y<^,>wi7,>r,,,} = l - e x p (3.8) 
The probabiUty of test item j faihng in interval q . equals 
"tlPT{T^>t,^j\T^>t,_JxPv\rj<t , \Tj>t } (3.9) 
/=1 
with the convention that ^ . = m + 1 if the test item is censored at t^ , and /„^, . 
IJ m,j m+\,j 
.Substituting (3.7) and (3.8) in (3.9) yields 
. m 00 
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where 
n e x p j - j X^,^^,{y)dv\xp{q.), r 
1=1 '(•+1,7 
(3.10) 
/7(^.) = l-exp< 
•> "qj.J 
'cij.J 
(3.11) 
for <7 < m + 1 and is defined as 1 for g = m + 1 . 
With (3.10) and assuming conditional independence between the failure times of the test 
items conditioned on knowing /!(•) = (/^C*),' • s/ly^C*)), it follows that the Hkelihood 
given interval data (A^, q) - (^, ,.-•, ^AT) equals 
L{AC);(A^,^)} = n n e x p - j /i«„, (v)Jv 
y = l / = 1 
'+1.,/ 
>Xp{q.) (3.12) 
where A^^ is the number of test items in the ALT. Though not specifically developed here, 
the previous equations may also be adjusted for the case, where items begin the ALT with 
accumulated damage as in the case of retesting of items (see Van Dorp 1998) [10]. 
To be able to perform inference with respect to the failure rates /i^. ( 0 in each 
environment, it is convenient to reorder the product in (3.12) as a product over the 
environment index e instead of over the step interval index / . Given "f-
i = 0,\,....,fn — \ via (3.3), such a reordering is possible. To accomplish such a 
formulation, let 
fl^ •= the number of times that test item j visits environment ]^^ during an ALT stage, 
V^  = interval index for which item j visits ]^^ for the k time. 
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With the above notation (3.12), may be rewritten as 
L{m\{N,q)] = f{ n \{f{e,j,k\X{*),q) (3.13) 
e=l y=i ^=1 
where 
and 
f{e,j,k\X{^),q) = \ (3.14) 
(3.15) 
and 
/2 (^, 7, V, U O ) = 1 - / j ( ^ , ; , V, U O ) , 
where ij j is given by (3.3). 
Note that, f^ifj) is the conditional probability of surviving the step (failing in the step) 
interval for which test item j visits environment E^ for the k time, conditioned on 
having survived up to the beginning of that step. When assuming a common family of life 
time distributions within a constant stress environment, i.e. specifying a functional form 
forA(»), the likeUhood may be further derived by using (3.13)-(3.15). 
The interval data sampling strategy has the disadvantage that failure information is lost by 
only monitoring at the end of each step interval. In the type I censored sampling strategy, 
test items are continuously monitored over the course of the ALT. 
(ii) Type I Censored Data: 
Suppose failures can be monitored continuously over the course of an ALT stage. In that 
case, the failure time r. of test item j is known exactly if the test item fails in(0, t^ •). 
It will be assumed that once an item has failed, it will be removed from testing in the same 
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ALT Stage. Knowing the failure times r. , the step intervals q • in which the items failed 
may be easily derived. 
Using an analogous approach as in (i), the likelihood given the data(A^,r,^), where 
r = (rj, . . . ,r^) , and <5'= (^j,...,^^^) follows as specified in the expressions (3.16)-
(3.19), 
L{ZCy,iN,r,q)} = fl n Yigie,j,k\AC),r,q) (3.16) 
e=l j=l k=\ 
'v ./• ~'v' - 1 . / ' "'"^v . / 
^,(e, ; ,v,UC),r) = exp^- ^ ^\^{v)dv\ (3.18) 
g2(^,7,v, UC),r) = exp<|- ' \xXv)dv\hj{rj) (3.19) 
Note that, g^ is the conditional probability of surviving the step interval for which test 
item j visits environment E^ for the k ' time, conditioned on having survived up to the 
beginning of that step. In addition, note that ^2 is the conditional density at the time of 
failure in case the test item fails within the step interval for which test item j visits 
environment E^ for the k time, conditioned on having survived up to the beginning of 
that step. 
When assuming a common family of Hfe time distributions within constant environments, 
i.e. specifying a functional form for M*), the likehhood may be further derived by using 
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(3.16)-(3.19). Such expressions can be derived for the WeibuU life distribution by using 
3.3 Prior Distribution: 
Given the ordering of the severity of the testing environments, it is natural to assume that 
0 = / lo</ l , < . . . < / l ^ </i^+i =00 (3.20) 
and, defining 
U^=e''^'' (3.21) 
for some constant c , it follows that 
0 s M^ j^ < M^ < ... < M, < WQ = 1 (3.22) 
The parameter C is chosen to insure numerical stability of the results (see Van Dorp and 
Mazzuchi 2004)(11]. Rather than defining a prior distribution for X exhibiting property 
(3.20), one may equivalently define a prior for W =(«,,...,Mj^) exhibiting property 
(3.22). Concentrating on u={u^,...,Uj^), a prior distribution which is mathematically 
tractable, is defined over the region specified in (3.22), and imposes no other unnecessary 
restrictions on the u„, is the multivariate Ordered Dirichlet distribution. 
'e-
n{wl77,v} = ^ = ^ ~ — ^ (3.23) 
D(7J,V) 
where, 7]>0,v^ > 0,e = l,...,K+ 1 and 
D{T],V) = ^ =^~-^, I v , =1 (3.24) 
r(/7) e=\ 
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Analogous to the above a beta prior distribution is specified for the transformed parameter 
ni^ lr^ l^^ ^^ ^ (3-25) 
The prior distribution of b is assumed independent of the prior distribution of U . 
Typically, to define the prior parameters, expert judgment concerning quantities of interest 
are elicited and equated to their theoretical expression for central tendency such as mean, 
median, or mode (see Cooke 1991)112]. In addition, some quantification of the quahty of 
the expert judgment is often given by specifying a variance or a probabiUty interval for the 
prior quantity. Solving these equations generally leads to the desired parameter estimates. 
An additional advantage of the Ordered Dirichlet distribution is that due to its 
mathematical properties, the incorporation of expert judgment is facilitated. From (3.23), 
for example, the prior marginal distribution for any u is obtained as a beta distribution 
given by 
n { " . } = — (3-26) 
where B(*,*) is the well known beta constant. This distribution can be used to make prior 
probability statements concerning mission time reliabihties at the different stress levels 
due to the one-to-one relationships of these quantities to U^. Specifically, 
{Rit)\u^J} = Pr{X>t\u^,j8} = (uX (3.27) 
where {R(t)\u^,j3] is the rehability of a test item exposed to environment E fo 
mission time t given n 
r a 
e 
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To obtain the prior parameter values, estimates of prior mission time reliabilities must be 
obtained. The focus is on mission time reliabilities rather than failure rates, as these may 
more easily be obtained through ehcitation methods focusing on observable quantities. 
3.4 Posterior approximation: 
The expression for the likelihood given ALT data was derived in Section 3.2 and resulted 
in expressions for interval and expressions for type I censored data. Rather than 
performing prior-posterior analysis using these expressions, one may perform prior-
posterior analysis by expressing likelihood in terms of U and b instead of A and /^ 
using (3.21) and using well known properties of the Ordered Dirichlet distribution. 
The posterior distribution follows for interval data and type I censored data by applying 
Bayes Theorem to the prior and the appropriate likelihood expressions. The derivation of 
the posterior distribution is intractable in most cases. It is therefore suggested to use the 
well known MCMC (Markov Chain Monte Carlo) method approach (see Casella and 
George 1992)[13]. Through the MCMC approach, a sample of the posterior distribution 
can be obtained. From the sample, approximations of moments and an approximation of 
the joint posterior distribution may be derived. The approximations of marginal posterior 
distributions and, using (3.27), that of the mission time reUability at any stress level may 
be derived by the estimation of their quantiles. These quantiles may be estimated up to a 
desired level of accuracy using order statistics arguments (see Mood et al 1974, pp. 
513)[141. 
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Chapter-4 
Bayesian Estimation in Accelerated Life Testing Application on Exponential-
Arrhenius Model 
4.1 Introduction: 
In several technological areas, attaining very high reliability levels is strongly required. 
However, such as a high reliabihty level of systems obviously induces a high reliability 
level of components. This leads to the problem of scarcity of component life data in an 
acceptable test time. 
The accelerated life testing (ALT) of a product under severer than operating conditions 
involving high temperature, humidity, voltage,... is commonly used to reduce test time and 
cost (Nelson, 1990)f 1]. The main problem is to estimate accelerated hfe model parameters 
allowing to define the reliability function under operating conditions from only accelerated 
life data. A difficulty of using the ALT, during design stage, is due to the small sample size 
to test. 
In this context, the Bayesian approach can be used to incorporate into the estimation 
process all available knowledge on accelerated life model (baseUne failure rate, activation 
energy,...). 
Moreover, most of the work deals with the Bayesian estimation of parameters for 
accelerated life model. In ref (Bris, 2000)[3], the case of reliability demonstration testing is 
studied in considering the exponential distribution and an accelerating factor value. In ref 
(Erto and Giorgio, 2002) [7], a complete study is provided for the Weibull distribution and 
the inverse power model. In ref (Madi, 1997)[4], the estimation of accelerated life model 
parameters is obtained using the Bayesian inference and Gibbs sampling. In ref 
(SomoreviUe et al. 1997)[8], the accelerated hfe testing is defined by a design of 
experiments using the Diriclet prior distribution. In ref (Van Dorp and Mazzuchi, 2004)[61, 
Author(s): Voiculescu, S. Guerin, F. Charki, A. 
Source: Annual Reliability and Maintainability^ Symposium, (June 2006), pp. 325-330. 
Published by: IEEE Computer Society, Washington, DC, USA ©2006. 
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the Bayesian approach is applied to the accelerated life testing in defining the prior 
knowledge in accelerated conditions. In ref (Van Dorp et al. 1996)[5], the Bayes 
estimation for step-stress accelerated testing is studied. 
In this chapter, a complete study of Exponential-Arrhenius model for constant accelerated 
stress is investigated. The maximum likelihood and Bayesian estimators are treated and 
compared. 
Notations Used: 
J 
k 
T, = 
S, = 
JE {1,2} Accelerated operating conditions 
kE {0,1,2}, 0 - normal operating conditions 
7 th 
Operating temperature at K stress condition 
Stress level 
/l^ = Failure rate at k stress condition 
E^ = Activation energy 
K = Boltzmann constant, K = S.62E - 5 eV IK 
X = Symbolic notation for E^ or /l^ 
n- = 
:th 
^>) 
Number of tests at j stress condition 
/ Failure time at j ' stress condition 
•th Sum of failure times at j stress condition 
X — Mean of random variable JC 
V{x) = Variance of random variable X 
(y{x) — Standard deviation of random variable X 
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X = Prior value of random variable X 
apr 
X — Posterior value of random variable x 
apo 
4.2 Accelerated Life Testing Model: 
Arrhenius model is used when the damaging mechanism is temperature sensitive 
(especially for dielectrics, semiconductors, battery cells, lubricant, grease, plastic, 
incandescent filaments). The Arrhenius model defines the product failure rate X by 
(Nelson, 1990)[1]: 
A = Ae'^^ (4.1) 
where: 
A is a positive constant 
E^^ is activation energy 
K is Boltzman constant (S.62E — 5 eV / K) 
T is absolute temperature 
Between two temperature stress levels, an acceleration factor can be developed as 
Ej I 1 ^ 
AF = ^ = ^ ^ = e"^^^^''^-
Ae 
£j =e ^ ' -^ (4.2) 
KT2 
Equation (4.2) takes into account only E^^ as unknown variable. The parametric model 
involves the use of a distribution law. The failure times are supposed to be exponentially 
distributed with reliabihty function (Nelson, 1990)[1] as: 
R(t)=--e'^ with MTTF=~ , . . , 
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From (4.1) and (4.2) the accelerated operating conditions involve a specific failure rate: 
/I. = V 
^1 l ' 
-Ke'''' 
where 
Z , = (-1) 
( 
K 
1 1 ^ 
\^} ^ o ; 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
Figure 4.1 shows a log linear representation of equation (4.4). 
X^Ea 
—• —»JI« • 
' r\ 
1 
— • — • — . . _ j _ . ^ ^ 1 . ^ ^ 
X- _L 
Figure 4,1: Transfer Function. 
A) 
Searching in the specific literature, typically values for E^ an be found. Also, for/^, the 
experts can offer information that may be considered. The results of the accelerated tests 
A A 
permit the determination of/lo, £'fland of their associated variances oyX^'l and G\E ] 
by Maximum of Likelihood (ML) or Bayesian approach. In the following the two methods 
and their results will be compared. 
As assumption, considering that conditions from ref (Meeker and Escobar, 1998)[9] are 
accompUshed, n- tests to failure will be performed at T- temperature stress level, 
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JG {1,2}. Each failure at7" temperature stress level is recorded by its failure time t: . 
The sum ^f ' represents the sum of failure times at j stress condition. 
4.3 Maximum Likelihood Estimation: 
The likelihood function is calculated from the probability distribution model for each value 
from the given set of data and which depends of the model parameters. This means: 
L{t]/^,EJ = U flV''^^ (4.6) 
j=\ i=i 
From (4.5) and (4.6) results the likelihood is: 
-(V^'^'^"^(I0)-(V^^'"^(Z^2))} (4.7) 
The ML computes the values of estimators for which the previous function is maximized. 
Figure 4.2: Likelihood Function and estimators. 
The log-likelihood function, considering the results of accelerated operating, is: 
log[i,(r; / ^ , £„)] = (n, + n,) ln(;i„) + (Ji/j, + ^ 2«2 )£•» 
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Equating first derivative of the log-likelihood equation (4.8) with respect to both A^ and 
E^, to zero we get, 
dlogjL] 
= 0 < ^ ^ , = riy +«2 
''^'^(^t.he'^'Hlh) (4.9) 
3]og[L] 
dE^. = 0 < ^ ^ 2 = 
niZ\+n2Z2 
e'"''zdJ:hhe'"'^Z2ii:h) (4.10) 
Assume that 
The equation z^, = AQ2 becomes 
From equation (4.12) we get 
o es 
I
b--
-Xi) . 
A 
Ea--
n, +/I2 
^h\'^~^Z2) 
~(ZO(^;r,-i) 
J^uXx-hz^)^ 
l(E^,)(^Zi-i)J 
Z\ Zi 
(4.11) 
(4.12) 
Or 
/ 
In 
Ea^ 
Z\ ~ Zi 
(4.13) 
From (4.9) and (4.13) we get 
0 -
/ i , + ^2 
x\ |J(S'2)'i-/ '^:) ^2 |„f (Z'2)(l-''Z2) 
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Or 
AQ = 
Tij + « 2 
f 
V 
X\-Xi (10+ 
( 
(4.14) 
(Z'2) 
The variances of the two random variables are in direct relations with the second derivative 
of log-likelihood function as 
aMog[L] aMog[L] faMog[L]^' 
a ;^ M. V ^K ^^a J 
vUo) a'iog[L] 
(4.15) 
/ig =/io ,£« —Ea 
aMog[L] aMog[L] ra'iog[L]^ 
aAj 35: V a^o 5^« y 
^(£«) &- log[L] 
3/1' 
(4.16) 
/io ='^ 0 ,£'o -£^n 
By using (4.15) and (4.16) we get 
n, 
V[A)] = 
^^ 
2^1 
^1(1^2) ^^2"^' 
n (lO. («i;ir,'+n2Z2) 
^2(1^1) te-Z2)' 
(4.17) 
n£J= n, -f/l-
'?i«2te-;r2)' 
(4.18) 
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The coefficients (X and /3 for associated gamma PDF of A^ random variable, / ( / ^ ) , are 
obtained by the parameter estimation. As the failure times are supposed to be exponentially 
distributed, the reliability function is also exponential, that is 
Rit) = \e-'^fiA^)dA^ 
with 
4.4 Bayesian Estimation: 
4.4.1 Principle: 
The basic idea of applying the Bayes' theorem is to compensate the small number of field 
data tests with the prior information obtained as a result of expert's analysis (their degree 
of confidence) or as results of tests already completed on the same, similar or early 
generations products (Marts, 1982)[2].The prior information from normal operating 
conditions will be assimilated with a hypothetically number of failure tests already 
effectuated at the stress levels and added to the field values by using Bayes' natural 
conjugate laws. 
The Bayes' continuous theorem for the random variable 0 over Q. having A-,/ = l...n 
test results is 
f {9/x,) = , ' " -^ "^ ^ (4.20) 
Q. 
In other words, the posterior distribution fapoi^^^i) i^  ^^^ product between the prior 
information /^,„^(^) and the information obtained from the tests modulated as the 
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likelihood function L(Xj,...x„ 16) divided by a normalization factor in order to obtain 
the result as a proper probability distribution function. This factor is, in fact, the integral 
over the whole domain Q. of existence of the 0 parameter(s). 
4.4.2 Likelihood function: 
The likelihood function is: 
-(V"' ' ' '" '(I ' i))-(V"=' '" '(If2))) (4.21) 
4.43 Prior distribution: 
In the given situation, 6 = {XQ,E^ } so £l becomes a two dimensional surface. Also, the 
prior information f^p.iO) is the convolution product/^^^(/^)*/^p^(£^). As the two 
random variables are independent, this convolution can be identified with the product of 
the prior information of the two variables, so 
fapri0) = faprW^fapr(EJ (4-22) 
(i) Single expert's opinion: 
Usually the prior information is a continuous interval of possible values as 
A)fl/7/- ^ VA) min ' ^  max / ^^^ ^a apr ^ y^a min ' ^ a max / • 
This involves a uniform distribution of ^apv^aapr ^^ *^ ^ ^^ ^ given intervals. The 
uniform prior distributions over (x,^j^, X^^^) has the mean and variance 
^ [ ^ , 1 = ^ ' ' " "^^ ' - " ' • ' ' ' (4.23) 
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The uniform prior information of random variables/^ , £^ , can be turned into two 
gamma distributions having the same mean and variance (Ayyub and McCuen, 1997)[10]. 
M 
Uniform 
Distribution 
Equivalent 
Gamma 
Distribution 
Figure 43: Equivalent Gamma Distribution of Uniform Distribution. 
The parameters of the equivalent gamma distributions are given as 
V^aprf 
' y[\p,^ 
and p^ = 
apr 
(4.24) 
and the prior distributions are given as 
A) 
^ A ^ 
/?^r(a,.) 
/(£») = 
PEna.) (4.25) 
a '•'a 
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(ii) Multiple experts' opinions 
The opinions of more than one expert over the AQ , E can be expressed as intervals 
as follows: xe [^min'-^max] given by / expert with JE {l,2,--,nj. 
Considering the given intervals as uniform functions, a general probability density function 
of X can be obtained as 
(4.26) 
«.»)• 
Multiple 
Uniform """^ ^^ ^ 
\ 
Equivalent 
Gamma 
Distribution 
Xfpv't ,T»»*.-i'*i 
Figure 4.4: Equivalent Gamma Distribution of multiple Uniform Distributions. 
The mean and variance are defined by 
I n, f ^j j _ ^j ^ 
^ = " E 
n. i=i 
Xi:„ + X, mm max (4.27) 
and 
1 "e U.^„„ + X^j^ ) ^ l-^max "*" ^ min ) max mi 
12 
1 ( "e 
e \J=^ n 
-J ^jj 
2 
max -^mm 
^^ 
(4.28) 
The prior distributions are obtained using equations (4.24). 
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(iii) Comparison between single and multiple experts' opinions: 
Usually, it seems normal that multiple experts' opinion gives a considerable improvement 
over the equivalent gamma distribution by weighting it more over the real value of X. 
X theoietkal 
Eqiffvalent 
GafiuTia 
Figure 4 ^ : The change of equivalent Gamma Distribution for Multiple Uniform Distributions. 
(Uniform and equivalent gamma for single expert opinion are represented with dashed lines) 
4.4.4 Posterior distribution and reliability assessment: 
The requested input for Bayes' theorem is fulfilled, so, considering (4.20) we get 
0 0 
(4.29) 
The posterior distribution function for x is given by 
fapo(^)=\fapo(^^EJt],A^,EJdy, 
where y = (4.30) 
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The estimator of baseline failure rate/^ , is defined by the first moment (Nelson 1990)[1] 
^ = \4apoi^)d^ (4.31) 
The variance is the second moment (Nelson 1990)[1] 
V[x} = \{x-xff^^Sx)dx (4.32) 
As in section 3, the reliability function is 
R{t) = \e-'^'f(;{^)dA^ iA3?>) 
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Chapter-5 
A Comparison of Accelerated Life Testing Designs within a Single Bayesian 
Inferential Framework 
5.1 Introduction: 
Accelerated life tests (ALT) are used to reduce the time needed to obtain information 
related to life characteristics of an item, material or part of interest. The two main avenues 
of research in ALT are: 1) the optimal design of the test and 2) the statistical inference 
from the failure data obtained. The importance of the design of these tests is paramount to 
the process of obtaining meaningful inferences about the life of the items in their use 
environment. Statistical inference is based on one of two paradigms, classical or Bayesian, 
and often makes use of a time transformation function which relates failure times at 
accelerated stress levels to failure times at use stress levels through the scale parameter of 
the life time distribution. Examples of such functions are the Power Law Model, the 
Eyring Model and the Arrhenius Model (see Mann et al. 1974)[1]. 
While there is a host of literature on ALT design, there has been a significant increase in 
the topic of step-stress accelerated life tests (SSALT) and their comparison to regular 
ALTs from a classical viewpoint (See Miller and Nelson, 1983[2] and more recently Bai 
and Chung, 1992[3], Khamis and Higgins, 1996[4], and Khamis, 1997[5]). Bayesian 
approaches to ALT design have been considered in DeGroot and Goel, 1979[6], who 
investigated the optimal design of a partially accelerated life test (PALT), and Erkanli and 
Soyer, 2000[7] who develop a Bayesian decision theoretic method for selecting optimal 
fixed stress ALTs based on minimization of the expected predictive variance of the 
parameter of interest. To the best of our knowledge Miller and Nelson 1983[2] were 
among the firsts to claim similarity of asymptotic estimator variance when comparing step-
stress testing ALT to fixed stress ALT. 
Author(s): Van Dorp J.R., Mazzuchi T.A., Garcidueas J.E. 
Source: Annual Reliability and Maintainability Symposium, (June 2006), pp. 208-214 
Published by: IEEE Computer Society, Washington, DC, USA ©2006 
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To date, however, no one has considered a comparison of SSALTs and constant stress 
ALTs using a Bayesian approach. This is necessary, as in ALT the number of data items 
available is often not large, bringing into question the use of asymptotic values for 
comparison (which are basis for most classical design comparisons). This notion is well 
illustrated in McSorely et al. 2002[8]. 
In this chapter we consider comparison of ALT designs using the Bayesian inference 
model developed in Van Dorp and Mazzuchi, 2004[9]. The model assumes that the life 
length of the test item at any stress is exponentially distributed and that the failure rates of 
the life lengths are ordered with respect to the severity of the environment. This restricted 
ordering of the prior and posterior failure rate estimates acts as a nonparametric time 
transformation function. Two optimality criteria shall be used for ALT design 
comparisons: the usual pre-posterior variance and a measure which takes into account both 
pre-posterior mean and pre-posterior variance. 
5.2 A General Likelihood Function for Accelerated Life Tests: 
Any statistical inference procedure involves developing likelihood. The likelihood model 
developed in this section allows for a comprehensive representation of regular fixed stress, 
progressive step-stress, regressive step-stress and profile step-stress life testing. Following 
the set up of Van Dorp et al. 1996 [10], typically in ALT, an environment can be described 
by a collection of stress variables and their levels. In this model, it is assumed that a total 
of K environments E^,...,Ef^ are pre selected as candidate test environments within 
minimum and maximum design ranges of stresses to ensure that the predominant failure 
modes at use environments and accelerated environments are the same. It will be assumed 
that these candidate test environments may be rank ordered with respect to severity using 
engineering knowledge, i.e. £ , {E^.) coincides with the least (most) severe environment. 
The life time distribution in a constant stress environment E^ will be modeled as an 
exponential Ufe time distribution with failure rate/i^, e = \,....,K. The ordering of the 
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test environments in terms of severity induces the same ordering in the associated failure 
rates, i.e. 
0 = / ^ < /Ij <...< Xf. < Xf^+i = °° (5.1) 
We shall consider a single test item subjected to an ALT with m test intervals 
[?(_i,^/), i = l,...,m, with^Q = 0,/^+j = oo. If the item has not failed by time?,,,, it is 
removed (censored) from testing. As testing may proceed in a variety of step patterns, the 
actual test environment in [/,_|,/^y) will be denoted byE^ , a- G {1 , . . . , ^} . With the 
above setup, we have for the ALT reliability function during the test at time tE. [/,_|,?,) 
Eq. (5.2) and for the ALT failure density or likeUhood of a failure at time t during the test 
Eq. (5.3). 
Rit\A„...,A^) = -i;^«,(o-o-i) exp 
exp-
m 
^ E^.C^-O-i) 
?G[0, f , ) 
re [?,._!,?.) (5.2) 
t>t 
m 
at 
\R{t\X„...,X^) te[0,t,) 
X^R{t\X,,...,X^) ts[t._,,t,) 
0 t>t 
m 
(5.3) 
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Figure 5.1 presents a comparison of tiie ALT reliability and density functions for a fixed 
stress and profile ALT test. The solid lines in Figures 5.1A and 5.IB (denoted 213) display 
the ALT reliability and density functions for a profile ALT test as defined by Eq. (5.4). 
a^ = 2 , ^2 — 1' ^3 — 3, 
t = 1 , U=2, U=X (5.4) 
2 2 
From (5.2) and the unit step lengths we obtain for the reliability at the end of the ALT test 
(i.e. the survival probability) 
f 3 ^ 
R{3) = exp - Z^« = exp(-3) =^  0.05 (5.5) 
for both ALT setups in Figure: 5.1. Hence, both ALT setups in Figure 5.1 are comparable 
from this vantage point. The immediate question arises whether there is any benefit to 
profile stepping (or step stress testing in point, profile stepping (or step stress testing in 
general) compared to a fixed stress ALT setup. In this chapter we shall compare different 
ALT step patterns by sampling different values of /I., / = 1,...,3 from a prior distribution 
to be defined in the next section. For consistency in comparison, we shall evaluate 
posterior use stress statistics keeping the ALT survival probability constant under different 
values ofy .^. This is achieved by "stretching" or "shrinking" the total test time t^^ keeping 
the length of each test interval the same. 
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Figure: 5.1. ALT reliability function and ALT density function 
for a profile ALT test defined by (5.4) as a function of time t. 
Introducing the transformation 
/Ig - -Ln(uJ <^u^= exp(-A ) (5.6) 
(5.2) and (5.3) may be expressed in terms of u^ for mathematical convenience. Quantities 
Mg may be interpreted as the reliability after 1 time unit of exposure to environment e and 
will henceforth be referred to as unit reliabilities in the different testing environments. 
Substituting (5.6) into (5.2) and (5.3), links the reliabihty of the test item at time / (the 
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likelihood of failure at time/ ) to the unit reliabilities M ,^ e = \,...,K . We have 
respectively: 
R{t I M | , . . . , M ^ ) = < 
(«»,) ' 
(-1 UK) h-iH K) f-f;-i 
m 
'j-tj-\ t>t 
m 
(5.7) 
/ ( H M , , . . . , M ^ ) = < / = l,...,m 
0 t>t„^ 
(5.8) 
The mathematical forms of expressions (5.7) and (5.8) are more conducive to posterior 
updating as compared to expressions (5.2) and (5.3) utilizing the prior distribution to be 
defined in the next section. 
5.3 Prior Distribution: 
Denoting A^ to be the random variable associated with failure rate realization X and 
using (5.6) and (5.1) it follows that 
0 = M^^ j <Uf.<...<U^<UQ=l (5.9) 
Rather than defining a prior distribution for A = ( A p . . . , A ^ ) exhibiting property (5.1) 
for all realizations, A = (/l,,...,A^) , one may equivalently define a prior for 
(/ = ({/i,...,(/j,.)exhibiting property (5.9). Concentrating on ll = {U^,...,Uj^) a prior 
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distribution which is: i) mathematically tractable, ii) is defined over the region specified in 
(5.9), and iii) imposes no other restrictions on M is the multivariate Ordered Dirichlet 
distribution, 
m^e-^Uer^~' 
nfai/7,v}=^=^—-—^— (5.10) 
where. 
K+\ 
Tj>0, V, >0, e = l,...,K + l, I v . =1 
(K+\ 
nr(/7vj 
D{T].v) = ^ ^ (5.11) 
and r (») is the gamma function satisfying V{n + 1) = nT{n). 
Using the transformation given by the RHS of (5.6) allows one to take full advantage of 
the mathematical properties of the Ordered Dirichlet Distribution. For a detailed discussion 
of these properties see Van Dorp and Mazzuchi [9]. The joint moment expression for 
^ ~ n f e ' ^ ' ^ } defined by (5.10) follows as: 
Eu 
Where 
K + l K 
^>e+i= ZV; and K, = 'Zki (5.13) 
i=e+\ i=e 
We have added the subscript IL = {U^,...JJf.)\o emphasize that the expectation in 
(5.12) is taken with respect to the prior distribution (5.10). 
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5.4 Posterior Moments After A Single Test Item: 
In this section we shall derive closed form expression for posterior use stress moments of 
order A; for k >l, given the failure or survival of the ALT test item up to time t. These 
derivations employ (a) the joint moments expressions (5.12), (b) the mathematical fori" of 
R(t\ ) defined by (5.7), (c) the fact that 
JQ l^\..\"^'''u^f{t\u,,...,Ui,)xY[{u\T],v}dUi,...du, 
= jjl \"^\..j;''' ul"R(t\u,,...,u^)xU{u\TJ,Y}du,...du, (5.14) 
K 
and (d) that for W{t) = Yl{g,{t)/h^iO} we have 
e=\ 
dt e=\ 
d 
dt 
d 
dt 
8eit) ".K{t) 
geit) Kit) 
(5.15) 
5.4.1 Posterior moments after test an item survived up to time t: 
Applying Bayes theorem allows for derivation of closed form posterior moments of the 
unit reUability in the use stress failure rate environment, i.e. Mj .We have 
r' r"Ar+ \o-V''KRit\u^,...,Uf.)Y\{u\7],v}dUf....du^ 
\Q-]l'''Rit\u^,...,Ui^)Y[{u\T],v}du^...du^ 
(5.16) 
Denoting the amount of time that the test item has been exposed to environment E prior 
to t with r (?) . one obtains 
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m 
where 
7=1 
j= l 
(5.17) 
and 
VW = 
1 if in test int erval j the 
environment a^ is e. 
0 else. 
W)(0)- 1 tj^[0,t) y 0 else. 
(5.18) 
(5.19) 
Employing the mathematical definition of R{t I Mj ,...,M^ ) (7): 
'U 
K k^{mj) 
e=\ 
xY\{u\ri,v]dUi^...du^ 
where 
(5.20) 
k^(m,t) = < ^T^(t) + m e = l 
^.(0 e>l I. e 
(5.21) 
Substitution of (5.20) into (5.16) yield 
'U 
E,.[Ur\rj,vj] = 
'U 
(5.22) 
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where k^{m,t) is defined by (5.21), T^{t) by (5.17) and the prior joint moments are 
defined by (5.21). 
5A2 Posterior Moments After A Test Item Failed At Time t: 
Analogously to (5.16) and employing (5.14) and (5.20) it immediately follows that 
zijyLL'j l//,v,/J = —j ^ 
\^..]l'''f{t\u„...,Uf,)xY{{u\T],v]dUj^...du, 
tX''''R{t\u^,...,u^)Y{{u\ri,y]dUf....du^ 
dt 
dt 'U Y[(Uef'^"'-'>\r},v 
e=\ 
dt 'U n(f/.)*"*'-''i'7,v 
c=l 
(5.23) 
where k^{m,t)is defined by (5.21), T^{t) by (5.17). Utilizing (5.15) we immediately 
obtain 
dt 'U 
e=\ 
= E 
u 
K 
e=\ 
^ d ^ 
^ {^;^ v>,^ ,+ '^>,(m,o} 
dt T{l3v^_^,,+K^{m,t)} 
V 
'U 
K 
x l 
e=\ 
f d ^ 
T{l3v,^+K^{m,t)} 
at 
V 
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dt u 
.e=\ 
= E^ 
u fj(i/,)*^<'"-"l;7,v 
.e=\ 
where 
K 
e=l 
at at 
>e+\ + ^>e (^^ 0 } r{y^V>^ + k>^ ( m , 0 } 
K 
k^^im,t) = J]ki{m,t) 
i=e 
(5.24) 
(5.25) 
To further reduce (5.24) we note that — r ( / ) / r ( 0 may be recognized as the psi or 
dt 
digamma function ^{*) and thus 
^{Py^e*,+''>e(m,t)} 
%vJ^,^kSi>nJ)} = '^^"-^ ^''>-'^'"''4S«X W„,,(0 (5.26) 
Since 
and finally 
^ r{^v,^, , + k,_^ (m, t)} = i 4 ^ , (m, t) 
" ' (=1 dt (5.27) 
| ^ , ( m , O = | r , ( O = ^(0xl,^._„^,(O (5.28) 
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Example (5.1): 
Let us consider the prior distribution on the unit rehabilities f/ with prior parameters 
;; = 5, V, = 0.39347, v^ = 0.23865, 
V3 =0 .14475 , V4 =0 .22313 (5.29) 
These prior parameters settings are chosen for illustration purposes such that: 
Eu = [U, 17], v>,^i ] = Qxp(A^) (5.30) 
where 
/ i^-- , A^-h ^^^2 
These values coincide with the ALT setup in Figure: 5.1. Figure: 5.2 depicts the behavior 
of Ey[Uy 177, V,?] given by (5.23) for ? < 3 (i.e. the test item failed before the end of the 
ALT test) and Ejj[U^ 17/,V,?]given by (5.22) for ? < 3 (i.e. the test item survived the 
ALT test) for both the profile 213 ALT set-up and the fixed stress ALT setup such that 
/^ a =2,1 = 1,2,3 (indicated by 222 in Figure 5.2). Note that the jumps up and down of 
the solid line in Figure 5.2 mimic those of the ALT density function 
fit\/ii,A^,An,) = f{t\u^,U2,U2) in Figure 5.IB. The horizontal dotted line depicts 
the average value of the prior use stress unit reliability i.e. 
Eu=[U^\TJ,v^.] = QXp{-A^) = Q)ip =^0.6065 (5.31) 
V 2 
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ESJilif-E^f] 
-E,ll' <i;.r] 213 222 
Figure: 5.2. Posterior expected use stress reliability as a function of 
test failure time and total test time 3 for prior parameter setting (5.29) 
and the ALT density functions in Figure: 5.1 B. 
5.5 A Comparison of ALT Step Patterns: 
In this section we shall first set the stage of what is called a "pre-posterior analysis" of 
ALT step patterns in Section 5.5.2, by providing in Section 5.5.1 a preliminary comparison 
of the ALT profile and ALT fixed stress test presented in Figure 5.1. We utilize this 
example to motivate a single measure to compare different step patterns that rewards both 
calibration and precision. 
5,5.1 A Preliminary Comparison Of The ALT Setups: 
Due to the manner (5.30) in which the prior parameters (5.29) are chosen, it seems 
intuitive to expect that given a random failure time T^ , where T^ follows either of the 
ALT step patterns 213 and 222 defined in Figure 5.IB with A^ = (—,1,1 ) , average 
posterior unit rehabihty should be equal or close to prior unit reliability, i.e. 
^ 7 j ^ o { ^ , l ^ , v , r . } ] = £Jf/,l77,v,2] (5.32) 
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where the value of E^\U^ I TJ^V^j] is given by (5.31). (It is important here to emphasize 
the distinction between Eu\U ^\7],v,T^^ which is a posterior mean and 
Ey \Ui, r * 17], v] which is a joint mean. If we were to substitute Ey [ ( / , , 7, , I 7], v] for 
Efj[U^ 17J,V,T ^ ] in (5.32) equality would hold due to the law of total probability.). An 
additional measure to monitor agreement between the prior and the posterior distribution is 
the posterior variance. An increase in posterior variance compared to prior variance is 
typically associated in a Bayesian analysis with a disagreement between prior information 
and the observed data. To test assertion (5.32) and observe prior-posterior disagreement, 
we generate samples tf , / = 1,2,....,5000 from both ALT density functions in Figure 
5.IB and evaluate: 
'U U,\7],v,T^. r-u 
1 5000 
T Ey[U,\7J,v4] 
A 
5000 M 
1 4900 
4900 /=i 
(5.33) 
(5.34) 
The results are presented in table given below as well as the prior mean and variance 
Ey[U^ l/7,V>2], Var^iUi I ;;,V>2] of use stress unit reliability. 
Table represents a preliminary comparison of the ALT step patterns in Figure 5.1 utilizing 
prior parameter values//, V provided in (5.29). 
ALT 213 ALT 222 
Eu[u,fr.v,2l ^^ ^^ -^  ^^^^^ 
1 
Vail, 
£r. 
^u 'h n^^-^x 
0 6025 0.6024 
~C\\r/,y^_,] 0.0795 0,0795 
Var^ 11 ;;.v.7;.j 0 0354 0 0364 
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Note that the results for the ALT 213 profile stress test indicate slightly better calibration 
(since its values in the second column is closer to the one in the first column compared to 
the ALT 222 set-up) and higher precision (since the variance in its third column is less 
than that of the ALT 222 set-up). Both ALT scenarios indicate agreement between prior 
distributions and observe data (on average) since the fourth column entries are reduced by 
more than 50% of the third column entries. 
A test evaluation measure that rewards both calibration and precision may be defined to be 
S{T^.,T],v) = 
E^,(u,\fJ,v,T^.)]-E^[U,\Tj,v,_,^ 
+ ET^\}^arfj[u^\7j,v,T .) 
(5.35) 
The second term (first term) in (5.35) addresses precision (calibration). Recalling that 
precision is defined as the reciprocal of the variance it follows that higher value of 
iSlT «, 77, V) are preferred over lower values. For the results given in table we have 
52,3(7^,,77,vj-5.31 and S^^^\r^.,r],\]-^5.28 (5.36) 
and based on the evaluation measure defined by (5.36) we prefer the profile step stress 
over the fixed stress one. 
However, the comparison in (5.36) can only be considered a preliminary one (and not a 
meaningful one from Bayesian perspective) since it assumed perfect knowledge about 
1 1 
failure rates ^  = (— ,1,1 ) (and thus indirectly also about unit reliabilifies u). 
5.52 A Comparison Analysis of Step Patterns In ALT: 
,* 1 1 
Instead of assuming a fixed value A —{— ,1,1, ) we shall sample failure rate vectors 
A', i = 1,..,,1000, indirectly, by sampling vectors of unit reliabilities u\ i = 1,,..,1000 
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from the prior distribution (5.10) with the same prior parameters and utilizing the 
transformations (5.6). For each realization A , we "stretch" the length of time t^ of the 
ALT test, to ensure the same ALT survival probability of « 0.05 (see (5.5)) of the ALT 
densities in Figure 5.IB (which terminate at t^ = 3 ) . Next, we sample 1000 failure times 
of the random variable T with a predefined ALT step-pattem and evaluate one 
A. 
realization of the performance measures 
E^ [j?^([/, \ri,vj , )J, Ej , \/ar^\lJ,\ri,vJ^, )J (5.37) 
and S{T^i,T],v) 
defined by (5.33), (5.34) and (5.35).We reduce the sample size from T ,^ from 5000 to 
1000 to reduce calculation time. Summarizing, we shall obtain a sample of 1000 values of 
the statistics indicated by (5.37) associated with a predefined step-pattem. 
Figure 5.3 summarizes the analysis results for two fixed stress ALT's (indicated by 111 
and 222), a progressive ALT (indicated by 123) and a profile ALT indicated by 213). The 
horizontal lines on each sub-plot indicate the prior values of the performance measure 
S(T^ ,?J,v), whereas the values indicate the average value for the iteration series plotted 
in each subfigure. By comparing Figures 5.3A.111 and 5.3B.222 we immediately observe 
a larger sensitivity in the iteration series / = 1,2,...,1000 to failure time data obtained in 
the use stress environment 1 as compared to the accelerated Environment 2. 
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Figure: 5.3. Pre-posterior analysis of different ALT test patterns 
This larger sensitivity can be explained immediately by the correlations p^f between unit 
reliabilities U^ and U r defined by (5.12). We obtain from the prior parameters: 
/7,2 -0 .16; />,3 -0 .43; /?23 - 0 . 7 0 (5.38) 
The correlation /?j2 ~ 0.16 in (5.38) thus acts as a "dampening" effect of data observed 
in the environment on posterior updating of use stress unit reliability in environment 1. 
Figure 5.3A:lll with the higher evaluation score 4.207 for S(T^,7],v) , shows a 
preference for obtaining data in the use stress environment than in the higher stress 
environment 2. (Again, this also follows immediately from the correlation coefficient 
/7(3 ~ 0.16 in (5.38)). Keeping ALT survivability constant however, impUes excessive 
test time at the use stress levels, which is why ALT is being considered in the first place. 
On the other hand, while testing in a higher stress environment reduces test time, more test 
results may be needed to confirm or contest specified prior use stress parameters. 
Differences observed above are similar but exacerbated for a fixed stress ALT at 
environment 3 (but are not displayed) due to the lower correlation/?, 2 == 0.43. 
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Comparing the progressive step-stress results in Figures 5.3C: 123 with those in their "111 
and 222" counterparts, it is interesting to note a lesser sensitivity in prior updating than 
observed in the "111" figures, but a slightly larger one than observed in the "222" figures. 
Similar comparisons of the figure associated with the profile ALT set-up 213 reveal an 
improvement of results when compared to fixed stress testing at environment 2, but less 
favorable results when compared to the progressive ALT 123 set-up. 
The results seem to confirm within a Bayesian paradigm a favorable conclusion earlier 
made by Miller and Nelson [2] in a classical paradigm towards progressive ALT step-
stress testing compared to fixed stress ALT. Moreover, results seem to indicate a 
preference from an inference point of view toward progressive step-stress testing when 
compared to any other profile or regressive step patterns. 
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